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ABSTRACT
This thesis acts as both a history of the roles that Parisian working-class women played as
writers, society members and insurgents during the revolutionary year of 1848, and an analysis of
why they were vilified in the press as bas-bleus, divorceuses, deceitful prostitutes and more
extensively as the individuals responsible for the failure of the revolution. It argues that women
became “live allegories” of the changes that Paris was experiencing in the first half of the
nineteenth century, particularly when a small minority of women radicalized from late April to
June. These women galvanized anxieties that men and the upper and middling classes felt about
industrializing Paris, the women’s problem and the failure of the Second Republic, and reinforced
preconceived vilifications of working-class women as immoral prostitutes and wage-market
competitors.
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Introduction
“Vraiment, dans ce temps-ci, les femmes ne voient pas que des devoirs sans nombre, enchainent
tous nos pas. Et qu’on bien employant la plus longue journée, nous n’avons de loisirs qu’après
minute sonnée.” –D’Orbe1
Introduction
In the revolutionary year of 1848, the streets of Paris broke out in revolution just as they
had in 1789 and in 1830. Yet while Parisians attempted to emulate their predecessors in various
parts of the year, the dynamic in Paris had changed by mid-nineteenth century. Industrialization,
urbanization and the public hygiene movement had altered the way that Parisians viewed
themselves and their city. These transformations impacted how the upper and middling classes
and men viewed working-class women who appeared as insurgents, writers and society members
in 1848. In place of representing a heroine, who out of devotion sacrificed herself for the Republic,
the working-class female insurgent became a deceitful prostitute in accounts and depictions of the
revolution. Similarly, the few working-class women who wrote in newspapers, such as Eugénie
Niboyet’s Voix des femmes, or participated in the club movement, by attending the public meetings
of the Société de la voix des femmes, became family-hating bas-bleus and divorceuses.
Although one could argue that female writers and society members were vilified as basbleus prior to 1848 for defying their feminine duties and entering the masculine realm of politics,
I argue that the vilification of working-class women dug much deeper in 1848. Anxieties
surrounding industrializing Paris, the “Women Problem” and the failure of the Second Republic
weighed heavily on men and the upper and middling classes. In turn, women became “live
allegories” of these issues when a radical minority of women fought just as vigorously as men on
the June barricades, and called for divorce and the reform of the Napoleonic Code.2

1
2

M. Méry, Le vrai club des femmes. Comédie en deux actes (Bruxelles : J.-A. Lelong, 1848), 32.
I borrow the term “live allegory” from historian Maurice Agulhon.

1

Timeline of the Revolutionary Year of 1848
The revolution of 1848 begun with the February revolution, 22-24 February, which saw
the abdication of constitutional monarch, Louis-Philippe, the dismissal of his much-despised
Prime Minister François Guizot, and the invasion of the Tuileries palace by male and female
insurgents.3

Almost immediately after insurgents won the insurrection and a provisional

government proclaimed the Second Republic, the government begun to remedy grievances. As
early as 25 February, the provisional government guaranteed to its people that it would honour
their right to work, and opened National Workshops so that unemployed Parisians could earn a
living wage.4 Likewise, in early March the government declared universal male suffrage for the
election of the National Assembly, and freedom of the press and association. 5
While Parisians responded well to these proclamations in the first couple months of the
revolution, they soon felt betrayed by the government. The National Workshops barely provided
workers with a livelihood, and workers were disillusioned when the April election did not elect
many socialists.6 In contrast, the upper and middling classes felt that the government was spending
far too much money on the National Workshops, especially since France entered into an economic

3

Priscilla Robertson, Revolutions of 1848: A Social History (New York: Harper & Brother, 1960), 11-45.
National Workshops for men were confirmed 28 February. William Sewell, Work and Revolution in France: The
Language of Labor from the Old Regime to 1848 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 245249; Robertson, Revolutions of 1848, 69; Women’s workshops did not open until 10 April. Désirée Gay, “Les
Déléguées des ouvrières de Paris,” La Voix des femmes, 18 avril 1848 ; Roger Price, 1848 in France, edited by Roger
Price (London: Thames and Hudson, 1975), 68.
5
Roger Price, Revolution and Reaction. 1848 and the Second French Republic, edited by Roger Price (London; New
York: Croom Helm; Barnes & Noble Books, 1975), 18; The election of the National Assembly took place 23 April.
Maurice Agulhon, Les Quarante-huitards (Paris: Gallimard/Julliard, 1975), 19-20.
6
People immigrated from the provinces to benefit from the National Workshops. By the June Revolution, 120,000
were enrolled and another 50,000 were unemployed. Robertson, Revolutions of 1848, 69-72; Economic recessions are
common in revolutions. Rich citizens with money often leave the city, and therefore do not contribute capital to
businesses. Price and almost every primary source will argue that this was the case after the February revolution.
Roger Price, The French Second Republic. A Social History (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1972), 123;
Moreover, everyday citizens do not always follow average working schedules, because they are too busy participating
in the revolutionary celebrations. Fanny Lewald, A Year of Revolutions, edited and translated by Hanna Ballin Lewis
(Providence; New York; Oxford: Berghahn Books, 1997), 57; Baroness Bonde, Paris in ’48. Letters from a resident
describing the events of the revolution, edited by C.E. Warr (New York; London: James Pott & Co.; John Murray,
1903), 211-212.
4

2

recession after the February revolution. 7 In turn, the government pronounced that they were
closing the National Workshops on 21 June, and discontented workers responded by building
barricades. The unemployment rate had risen to fifty-six percent, and many had nothing left to
lose.8 Many historians consider the resulting June Days or the June Revolution, 22-26 June, as the
first class war between the upper and middling classes and the proletariat, as the conservative
Second Republic faced an overwhelmingly working-class opponent who wished to secure their
livelihood.9
With atrocities on both sides, the Second Republic put down the June insurgency, and the
months that followed were characterized by repression. The government gave Louis-Eugène
Cavaignac permission to reign over Paris under a military dictatorship from 28 June to 20
December.10 In this period, the Second Republic arrested almost twelve thousand insurgents, and
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One million francs were used per day to pay for the unemployed in Paris. The idea to close the workshops first
appeared 13 May. Robertson, Revolutions of 1848, 85.
8
Jann Matlock, Scenes of Seduction: Prostitution, Hysteria and Reading Difference in Nineteenth Century France
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 114.
9
It is important to note that members from the working-classes and the bourgeoisie fought against the Second Republic.
However, the Second Republic saw the opposing side as mostly members from the working-classes. This thesis is
also based of Marx’s account of the June Revolution. Marx wrote that this was the first battle between “the two classes
that split modern society; Price, The French Second Republic, 171, 187-188; Sewell has emphasized that since labour
was considered “essential human activity,” denying a man work meant denying his very being. Sewell, Work and
Revolution in France, 249; Gould considers how a sort of class-consciousness could have developed between men
while they worked at the National Workshops, as workers were not segregated based on their trade. Roger V. Gould,
Insurgent identities: class, community, and protest in Paris from 1848 to the Commune (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1995), 34; Mayaud believes that the February revolution represented an antagonism between
proponents of the monarchy versus those of a Republic, whilst the June revolution represented the republic versus a
worker’s movement. Jean Luc Mayaud, “1848 and France. The Revolution, its Uses and Commemorations,” in
Charlotte Tacke, 1848: Memory and Oblivion in Europe (Bruxelles; Bern; Berlin; Frankfort; New York; Oxford;
Wien: PIE Lang, 2000), 32; David Barry proposes that the side that insurgents fought on was directly correlated with
whether or not they had work in June 1848. David Barry, Women and Political Insurgency: France in the MidNineteenth Century (London; New York: Macmillan Press, St. Martin’s Press, 1996), 38; An article in the all-women’s
newspaper La Poltique des Femmes shows that even women fought the June revolution based on their economic
standing and class tensions developed in the National Workshops. Désirée Gay, “Un groupe des femmes dans la cour
de Louvre,” La Politique de Femmes, 18-24 juin 1848 ; Price has called the Second Republic a “Republic of
moderation.” Price, The French Second Republic, 99.
10
Agulhon, Les Quarante-huitards, 21.
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sentenced many to work in the colonies. 11 They also put strict restrictions on the press and
association. In August, a strong surety bond was placed on all publications, and on 28 July 1848
a decree on clubs restricted association.12 Along with excluding women and children from
participating in the club movement, this decree restricted the number of locations where clubs
could hold their meetings, and made it so that clubs had to petition to the government for
permission to hold meetings at least forty-eight hours before the meeting was to take place.13
Although Parisians worked around these laws by forming mutual-aid societies and organizing
banquets, the revolution of 1848 had failed to reach its initial goals.

A Society Transitioning, A Society in Transition
When the revolution of 1848 broke out in Paris, the city was undergoing drastic changes
with industrialization and urbanization, and Parisians were polarized by both a feeling of
excitement for progress and a feeling of malaise for change. In terms of excitement, by the 1840s
the omnibus, a form of public transportation, was transporting thirty million Parisians each year,
and gave Parisians the opportunity to explore the new public gardens, museums, theatres and shops
that had appeared between the 1820s and the 1840s.14 Even more exciting, after working-class
reading groups prospered in the 1830s, literacy was improving for men of the working-classes and
women of the middle classes. As such, a higher percentage of the Parisian population was able to

11

A record of every single June insurgent can be found online in this database. Jean-Claude Farcy & Rosine Fry,
Inculpés de l'insurrection de Juin 1848, Centre Georges Chevrier - (Université de Bourgogne/CNRS), mis en ligne le
11 juin 2012, URL: http://tristan.u-bourgogne.fr/Juin1848.html.
12
Agulhon, Les Quarante-huitards, 22.
13
James F. McMillan, France and Women, 1789-1914: Gender, Society and Politics (London; New York: Routledge,
2000), 88; Joyce Dixon-Fyle, Female Writers’ Struggle for Rights and Education for Women in France (1848-1871)
(New York: Peter Lang Publications, 2006), 40-41.
14
Jennifer Terni, “A Genre for Early Mass Culture: French Vaudeville and the City, 1830-1848,” Theatre Journal 58,
no. 2 (May 2006): 228-229.
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experience the revolution of 1848 or contribute through writing. 15 However, as exciting as some
of these changes were, working-class Parisians felt the challenges of industrialization and
urbanization greater than they did the advantages.
Although three quarters of France were still rural in 1846, Paris had a population of over
one million, as immigrants from the provinces came to Paris in search of steady work.16 New
technology meant that some members of rural families were no longer needed to work in family
businesses. In turn, many travelled to Paris in search of work, including daughters who sent most
of their wages home to their families. 17 Many of these immigrants found that the city did not meet
their requirements: waged labour made it difficult to navigate the working world. Starting in the
1820s, workshops began to divide work into smaller tasks so that unskilled workers could make
the same wares as skilled workers for a cheaper price. Consequently, skilled workers could not
make products cheap enough to compete with the product of the workshops, and many journeymen
found that they had to change trades several times in their lifetime. 18 Moreover, since workshops
could pay women and children less than half of the wage that they would pay a man, men found
competition even at the unskilled level. 19 In turn, very few benefited from the shift to waged work.
Male and female skilled workers found it difficult to compete against the workshops, male

15

Martyn Lyons, Readers and Society in Nineteenth-Century France: Workers, Women, Peasants (Houndmills,
Basingstroke; New York: Palgrave, 2001), 65, 129; Janis Bergman-Carton, The Women of Ideas in French Art 18301848 (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 1995), 2, 22, 33.
16
Susan K. Foley, Women in France Since 1789: The Meanings of Difference (Houndmills, England, New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 57.
17
Daughters often worked as domestics or as workers in workshops managed by nuns. Both professions provided
moral guidance, and sometimes they provided food and shelter as well. Joan W. Scott & Louise A. Tilly, “Women’s
Work and the Family in Nineteenth-Century Europe,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 17, no. 1 (Jan.
1975): 41, 50-54.
18
McMillan, France and Women, 63,70.
19
Since women were considered “dependents” and since they were not the main providers of their family, economists
wrongfully figured that their income was only used to supplement that of their husband. Judith DeGroat, “WorkingClass Women and Republicanism in the French Revolution of 1848,” History of European Ideas 38, no. 3 (2012):
402; Judith DeGroat, “Virtue, Vice and Revolution: Representations of Parisian Needlewomen in the Mid-Nineteenth
Century,” in Beth Harris, Famine and Fashion. Needlewomen in the Nineteenth Century (Burlington, VT; Aldershot,
Hampshire: Ashgate, 2005), 204-205.
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unskilled workers had to compete with women for work, and women rarely made enough money
to pay for their expenses.20 Since housing did not increase at the same rate as Paris’ population,
rent skyrocketed by the mid-nineteenth century, and many did not make enough money to pay for
their one-bedroom apartments.21 Women supplemented their family’s income through pawning
family heirlooms, and in the worst of times selling themselves in prostitution. 22
James F. McMillan has argued that women’s work was not challenged until the nineteenth
century, because the family was the “main casualty” of waged labour.23 Susan K. Foley has
hypothesized that since most skilled men lost value and status by the mid-nineteenth century,
skilled workers felt “dishonoured and disempowered,” even in their families. 24 While it was
uncommon for married women to work in most cities in 1848; statistics show that at least forty
percent of married women worked in Paris. 25 Even though all members of a household were
expected to work in most working-class families, the act of wives, daughters and sisters working
in a public place or prostituting themselves to make ends meet would have had a psychological
effect on their husbands, fathers and brothers. 26 Equally important, since women had to work
outside of the family, they were not always able to perform their household duties. With the long
hours needed to make a proper wage, even the women who “sweated” from home by making

20

Degroat corrects the assumption that it was only male skilled workers who suffered from competition by considering
a group of female fur cutters in the hat trade. In 1848, they petitioned to the provisional government, begging for the
protection of their trade. Degroat, “Working-Class Women and Republicanism in the French Revolution of 1848,”
401, 404; Judith DeGroat, “Public Nature of Women’s Work: Definitions and Debates During the Revolution of
1848,” French Historical Studies 20, no.1 (Winter 1997): 33.
21
From 1831 to 1846, the population of Paris rose by thirty-four percent, but new housing only rose by twenty-two
percent. Barry, Women and Political Insurgency, 16.
22
Degroat, “Working-Class Women and Republicanism in the French Revolution of 1848,” 403; McMillan, France,
and Women, 70.
23
McMillan, France and Women, 63; Price has considered how the worker of the nineteenth century never had the
opportunity to escape misery. His home life was often just as miserable as his twelve to fourteen-hour work days.
Price, The French Second Republic, 58-61.
24
Foley, Women in France Since 1789, 61-62.
25
Traditionally, women stayed home when they had children to raise. Therefore, only adolescents and older women
worked in waged labour. Foley, Women in France Since 1789, 74-75.
26
Tilly & Scott, “Women’s Work and the Family in Nineteenth-Century Europe,” 39-41.
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piecework for the garment industry, would have been distracted from gendered tasks.27 For these
reasons, the rehabilitation of the family became one of the largest demands in 1848.
The effects of urbanization and industrialization also effected the upper and middling
classes, particularly after 1832 when Paris could not protect its citizens from the first cholera
epidemic. Unaware that bacteria caused cholera and sure that cholera was a disease of the “filthy”
working-classes, they hired social hygienists to penetrate the lives of the popular classes and find
areas of the city that needed improvement. Along with finding that Paris’ streets were ridden with
human and animal waste and that the living and working conditions of the working-classes were
horrific, they found that infanticide, prostitution and alcoholism were on the rise, and declared that
Paris was in decline.28 In concert with making plans to clean up the city, the upper and middling
classes responded with a sort of war against working-class women. This war was a direct product
of women working for a wage in the public sphere and the prostitution scare of the nineteenth
century.
Based on the perceived strengths and weaknesses of men and women, the bourgeois
separate spheres ideal was that men would work and protect their family, and that women would
tend to household duties, maintain the morality of their family and obey their husbands. 29 The

27

Examples of gendered tasks include caring for children, preparing meals, and fetching water from local water
sources. Jane Rendall, The Origins of Modern Feminism: Women in Britain, France and the United States 1780-1860
(New York: Schocken Books, 1984), 190-193; Degroat, “Virtue, Vice and Revolution,” 201-203.
28
Eugène Roch’s 1832 Paris Malade laments the once golden city of Paris. With its dirty air, narrow streets and the
“invasion of rootless vagabonds,” it was incapable of defending itself against cholera. Catherine Jean Kudlick, Cholera
in Post-Revolutionary Paris. A Cultural History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 31, 36-40, 192193; The bacteria that causes cholera was not discovered until the 1880s. Sean M. Quinlain, The Great Nation in
Decline. Sex, Modernity and Health Crises in Revolutionary France c. 1750-1850 (Aldershot, England: Burlington,
VT: Ashgate, 2007), 181, 192-193.
29
Since women were allegedly weak, irrational, compassionate and devout, the separate spheres ideology believed that
they could flourish best in the protection of the private, domestic sphere, where they would be responsible for taking
care of the home and the family. In contrast, since men were allegedly strong, rational, and intelligent, they would
battle the dangerous streets of Paris to provide for the family. Robert Beachy, Beatrice Craig & Alastair Owens,
Women, Business and Finance in Nineteenth-Century Europe: Rethinking Separate Spheres (Oxford; New York:
Berg, 2006), 2-3; Historians used to believe that the separate spheres ideology was the nineteenth-century reality and
that working-class and bourgeois women were restricted to the private sphere. Over the past couple of decades,
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separate spheres ideology was impossible to follow for working-class women, since their
household chores and waged labour brought them to the streets of Paris every day. 30 This public
nature of the working-classes inspired anxieties in the upper and middling classes, who strove to
track every individual in Paris. These anxieties were intensified by the belief that prostitution was
unnaturally high in Paris. Since prostitutes did not wear a uniform and since there were many
definitions of a prostitute, the upper and middling classes could not determine which workingclass women were prostitutes and which ones were waged labourers.31 In turn, they begun to
associate all working-class women with prostitutes.32 Judith Degroat has argued that even the
seamstress or couturière, who “sweated” in her attic, became synonymous with the fille isolée, a
registered prostitute that worked outside of legally sanctioned prostitution houses. Since nobody
could track how many hours the seamstress worked nor how many pieces she could make per hour,
they could not prove that she did not earn some of her money through prostitution .33 This distrust
that the upper and middling classes had for the intentions and actions of the working-classes, and
the assumption that they were all immoral prostitutes would influence how they saw working-class
women in 1848.

historians have proven that this was not the case. Through an analysis of patents, Khan has proved that bourgeois
women participated actively in commercial efforts and family firms. B. Zorina Khan, “Invisible Women:
Entrepreneurship, Innovation, and Family Firms in Nineteenth-Century France,” The Journal of Economic History
76, no. 1 (2016): 163; Beachy et al have shown that women used their feminine qualities to solidify their role in the
public sphere. They have also realized that the bourgeois elite worked around the reality of nineteenth century society
but classifying part-time workers and women who only did jobs within their families as none workers. Beachy et al,
Women, Business and Finance in Nineteenth-Century Europe, 9.
30
McMillan, France and Women, 74-75.
31
Since a prostitute was defined as an individual who had sex for financial gain, prostitutes could be generic women
who sold themselves for sex, actresses who pretended to be sexual, “fallen women” who had intercourse with a man
to secure themselves financially, etc. Miranda Gill, Eccentricity and the Cultural Imagination in Nineteenth-Century
Paris (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 103; To meet quotas, the police arrested all women who
looked suspicious, and were content whether they arrested actual prostitutes or not. Jill Harsin, Policing Prostitution
in Nineteenth-Century Paris (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1985), 234.
32
Matlock, Scenes of Seduction, 88-91.
33
Degroat, “Virtue, Vice and Revolution,” 201-202, 205-206; Jann Matlock, Scenes of Seduction, 96.
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Throughout my work, I will refer to the public hygiene movement and the processes of
industrialization and urbanization.

Since all three of these terms are packed with various

connotations, I must specify the connotations that I intend for them to carry in this thesis. When I
refer to the impact of the public hygiene movement, I refer to the conclusions made by social
hygienists in their reports about the working-classes, and how these “scientific” observations
influenced how the upper and middling classes saw the working-classes.

When I reference

industrialization, I do not disregard that France did not experience industrialization to the same
extent as other European countries. However, I do ask readers to consider how ateliers came to
dominate industries that were once dominated by family businesses, and the changes associated
with the shift to waged-labour. Finally, when I refer to urbanization, I ask readers to think about
the large exodus of individuals who moved to Paris as a consequence of industrialization, and
Paris’ inability to respond to this rapid increase in population.

The Deadly Demands of Women and their Vilification in 1848
Most of the female insurgents, writers and society members who appeared in 1848 did not
challenge traditional gender roles. Female insurgents often performed gendered tasks such as
caring for the wounded, and most of the writers and society members simply wanted to better the
lives of women. However, a minority from each group radicalized from late April to June. After
maintaining a relatively moderate platform in March and early April, writers in the women’s
newspaper, the Voix des femmes, begun to advocate political rights for women and the restoration
of divorce. Articles related to both of these demands often disputed the Napoleonic code of 1804,
a statute that strove to legislate the separate spheres ideology by banishing married women to the

9

private sphere.34 In turn, these requests aggravated members of the upper and middling classes,
because they contested the idea that women were meant to be obedient and protected in the private
sphere. They also challenged the leadership position of working-class men, whose role as head of
the household was precarious after the transition to waged labour. Karen Offen has confirmed this
argument by stating that instilling domesticity was a way for working-class men to band together
against the processes of industrialization and urbanization that challenged their livelihood.35
The society women of 1848 made these demands even more contentious when they debated
them in the public sphere at the meetings of the Société de la voix des femmes. The public nature
of these meetings defied the separate spheres ideology, and men caused so much disorder at these
meetings that spectators had to be evacuated by the police at least two times at the beginning of
June. Tensions caused by the deadly demands of the female writers and the society meetings of
the Société de la voix des femmes culminated when female insurgents fought just as aggressively
as men against the Second Republic during the June Revolution. These acts of violent defiance
confirmed prejudices that the upper and middling classes had about most working-class women,
and the Second Republic responded by excluding women from the club movement 28 July 1848.
However, women continued to defy the Second Republic, advancing their radical platform for the
emancipation of women in mutual aid societies and banquets.
Historians David Barry and Janis Bergman-Carton have argued that working-class women
were depicted as a “threat to property and social order” and a “procreator of societal chaos” after

34

Based on the idea that men must protect their wives and that women must obey to be protected, this code banished
married women to the private sphere by giving men the right to make all her decisions. For example, if a woman
wished to work, she needed the permission of her husband, and was expected to relinquish all her earnings to her
husband. Karen Offen, The Women Question in France, 1400-1870 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2017), 48-53; Kimberly White, “Female Singers and the Maladie Morale in Parisian Lyric Theatre, 1830-1850,”
Women and Music 16 (2012): 64.
35
Offen, The Women Question in France, 209.
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the June Revolution.36 This is indisputable. In 1848, men responded to the radical demands and
actions of women by belittling and vilifying them in newspaper articles, pieces of theatre and
caricatures. The insurgents of 1848 became deceitful prostitutes, the writers became bas-bleus and
the society women became divorceuses. I argue that these tropes represented more than the actions
of women in 1848. They represented the problems that men and the upper and middling classes
had with industrializing Paris and the women’s problem. I also argue that women were vilified as
a part of the World-Turned-Upside-Down tradition, and as a continuation of tropes and archetypes
of women made in the first half of the nineteenth century.
The World-Upside-Down tradition began in the middle ages, when men and women
worked through gender and class issues by pretending to be members of the opposite sex or of a
different class. Natalie Zemon Davis has argued that when women cross-dressed or acted like men
in the public sphere, they “sanctioned” violence and “political disobedience.” 37 Maurice Agulhon
has offered a different perspective. He argues that since women were not associated with any
ideologies in the eighteenth century, they were used as the symbol of republicanism in 1789, 1830
and 1848. Women characteristically pretended to be “liberty” in insurrections and became “live
allegories” of the republic that men wished to create. 38 I argue that since women did not have any

Barry used “threat to property and social order.” Barry, Women and Political Insurgency, 27; Bergman-Carton used
“procreator of societal chaos.” Bergman-Carton, The Women of Ideas in French Art, 1830-1848, 87.
37
Natalie Zemon Davis, “Women on Top: Symbolic Sexual Inversion and Political Disorder in Early Modern Europe,”
in Barbara A. Babcock, The Reversible World: Symbolic Inversion in Art and Society: Papers from Forms of Symbolic
Inversion Symposium (Ithaca; London: Cornell University Press, 1978), 149-154, 164-165.
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ideological associations, they could be used to represent anxieties unrelated to women. 39 The
vilified prostitute of the nineteenth century did not just represent issues that the upper and middling
classes had with prostitution, she represented

the consequences of industrialization and

urbanization on the morality of Paris. Likewise, working-class women represented the inabilities
of the bourgeoisie to classify and control every member of society.

Scope of Thesis
This thesis will tell the story of how working-class women participated in the revolution
of 1848, and how their experience was shaped by men who were afraid of change. It will argue
that working-class women were categorized and vilified into generalized tropes throughout the
revolution for three reasons. The first reason is that women were already vilified in industrializing
Paris as immoral prostitutes to the upper and middling classes and as competitors in the new wagemarket to working men. The second reason is that men needed a way to work through anxieties
that they had with industrializing Paris and the women’s problem. The final reason is that radical
insurgents, writers and society women reinforced the archetypes and anxieties that men had about
working-class women prior to 1848. The underlining thesis is that the radical women of 1848
represented the fears that men had about industrialization and change.
This thesis is divided into three sections.

Section one, the Writers, concentrates on the

female writers of 1848, and the newspapers, pamphlets and letters that they left behind. Focusing
heavily on the daily feminist newspaper, the Voix des femmes, this section explores how the writers
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no.3 (2012): 577, 583, 585-586.
39
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Women’s Writing 1848-1994 (Athlone, N.J.; London: Atlantic Highlands, 1996), 4.
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of 1848 appealed to the conservative ideals of the bourgeoisie, even when they wrote their most
radical articles about the emancipation of women, the entrance of women into politics and the
restoration of the 1793 divorce law. It argues that that the mere mention of divorce and the end of
the patriarchy galvanized anxieties that the upper and middling classes and men had about
industrializing Paris. In turn, these women were harshly criticized and turned into bas-bleus in the
popular press.
Section two, the Society Women, investigates how women participated in the club
movement of 1848 by forming mutual-aid societies, the women’s club, the Société de la voix des
femmes, and by fighting for their right to participate in men’s clubs. It then analyzes how these
women refused to capitulate when they were banished from the club movement on 28 July 1848,
and how they overcame the club’s decree through forming militant mutual aid societies and hosting
two banquets in the winter. This section argues that the Société de la voix des femmes intensified
anxieties triggered by the female writers when they brought the radical subjects of emancipation
and divorce to the public sphere. The Société de la voix des femmes became a breeding ground
that spread the poisonous ideas of the Voix des femmes and brought disorder to the streets of Paris.
Angry husbands attempting to sabotage the meetings of the society became so violent that at least
two of the society’s meetings needed to be evacuated by the police. In turn, the radical ideas of
the Voix des femmes were no longer a theoretical threat to societal order, they were an actual threat
to the streets of Paris. This section will be a drastic addition to the historiography surrounding
society women in 1848, because a history of the Société de la voix des femmes has not been written
since Marc de Villiers du Terrage’s 1910 Histoire de la club des femmes.
Section three, the Insurgents, responds to David Barry and Janus Bergman-Carton’s theses
that in June 1848 there was a shift in how the upper and middling classes viewed female insurgents.
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While female insurgents were portrayed as heroines in 1789 and 1830, they were depicted as
unpredictable and deceitful villains capable of the most horrific of atrocities in 1848. I will argue
that this shift was not surprising, seeing as the insurgents of June rebelled against the Second
Republic. However, I will reason that the caricature overly deceitful and sexualized insurgent of
1848 was a product of tensions inspired by the public hygiene movement and anxieties galvanized
by female writers and society members of 1848. For this reason, the working-class women of
1848 were epitomized as “Vésuviennes” in the popular press. Loosely based off a women’s mutual
aid society with the same name, the “Vésuviennes” were often referenced in newspaper articles
for inciting violence and depicted in caricatures as reversing gender roles with their husbands. I
will argue that while this trope was used as a form of entertainment, it showed the main fears that
working men had about work and women in nineteenth century Paris.
This thesis is based on a wide variety of primary source material. Since the revolution of
1848 is known for a sort of “explosion of the print,” I had the opportunity to read through
newspapers, petitions, contracts, pamphlets, and letters written by the popular classes. Although
I focused on sources written by women, I found that newspapers and pamphlets written by men
helped to fill in blanks when the main feminist newspaper, La Voix des femmes, did not publish
daily. These sources by men, which often poked fun at the women of 1848 through satirical articles
and caricatures, also revealed that these women penetrated popular culture. This revelation was
further confirmed when I accidently found coins and pieces of theatre that poked fun at women,
and references to these women in histories of the revolution written by the upper and middling
classes. When placed into the context of mid-nineteenth century France, with the grievances that
inspired the revolution of 1848, the “discoveries” of the public hygiene movement on women, and
the troubles that industrialization and waged-labour brought to the lives of the popular classes, I
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found that there was a correlation between the penetration of women into popular culture and the
changes that were shaping Paris in the nineteenth century.40
Although a comprehensive history of working-class women in 1848 has never been written,
this work builds off the research and statements of many historians. In terms of general arguments
that have been made about women in 1848, it builds on the work of David Allen Harvey, Laura
Schor, David Barry and Karen Offen, who state that the female writers and society members of
1848 attempted to separate themselves from the radical “furies” of 1789 and the “femmes libres”
of the 1830s.41 It also agrees with Laura Schor’s argument that criticism only increased the
determination of female writers and society members to keep fighting for their rights, and Bonnie
S. Anderson’s hypothesis that criticism accelerated the women’s movement after 1848. 42 However,
while Anderson argues that women were forced to lean on a loose knit international community
when they were exiled for their participation in 1848 and that this helped to solidify an international
women’s movement, this thesis will maintain that women begun to lean on their international
sisters during the revolution itself. 43 Finally, this thesis will agree with Noemi J. Andrews, Alice
Primi and Miranda Gill who have stated that feminism and socialism were violently repressed after
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1848, and that “left-wing patriarchs” forced women back into the repressive 1804 Napoleonic
Code.44
In terms of how women were represented in 1848, this thesis will borrow heavily from
Joyce Dixon-Fyle and Judith Degroat’s hypotheses that women were censored and considered
more dangerous than men in 1848, because they abandoned their feminine roles. 45 It will also
agree with David Barry’s assumption that women were depicted differently after June 1848,
because they became a threat to “property and social order,” and Jill Harsin and Janis BergmanCarton’s claim that women were vilified after June 1848.46 However, while these three historians
only consider how insurgents influenced the shift in how society viewed women, I will argue that
since the radical currents of female writers and society members appeared in May and June, female
insurgents, writers and society members influenced depictions after June 1848.
I argue against Janis Bergman-Carton’s assertion that working-class women were solely
vilified after 1848 to entertain and distract society from their failed revolution. 47 While I do not
disagree that the caricatures, newspaper articles and pieces of theatre were meant to be
entertaining, I disagree with the idea that these caricatures did not represent actual problems related
to women. By the late 1840s, realist forms of expression flourished, including the most popular
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form of entertainment, the vaudeville. 48 In turn, it would make sense that men used all forms of
expression to, as Jennifer Terni wrote, “come to terms with the transition from tradition to
modernity” while the revolution progressed.49 Moreover, Amy Wiese Forbes has stated that the
satire of women in 1848 built on “semiotic activity and patterns of ridicule from the 1830s,” and
that this satire was used to “counter their political potential.” 50 Like the 1830s and the 1840s, the
caricatures of 1848 were a direct response to the potency of women in 1848.
Due to the page limit of this thesis, I make some generalizations for the sake of simplicity.
I stress that this thesis does not discredit that the female writers and society members of 1848 only
represented a small portion of working-class women. Since the Voix des femmes was a coalition
between the aristocracy, the bourgeoise and the working-classes, their ideas often represented
bourgeois values. Moreover, the working-class women who became leaders of the women’s
movement in 1848 were a rarity: most working-class women could not read or write. This being
said, the Voix des femmes and the prominent women of 1848 provide historians with a glance into
the world of working-class women, as these writers in the Voix des femmes were not removed from
everyday conditions of working-class women.

They were leaders in close-knit community

networks, particularly when they represented working-class women at the worker’s commission,
the Luxembourg Commission, or formed trade-specific mutual aid societies.
While my work focuses on the problems of mid-nineteenth century Paris, it does not
discredit the influence of previous revolutions. In fact, I argue that the revolution of 1848 mirrored
the revolution of 1789. Like 1848, the revolution of 1789 had a small militant group of women
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who called for the emancipation of women, divorce, and the arming of women to protect France. 51
Olympe de Gouges called for the emancipation of women in her Declaration of the Rights of
Women and the Female Citizen in 1791, the Société patriotique et de bienfaisance des amies de la
vérité called for divorce and political rights for women, and Pauline Léon and Théroigne de
Méricourt thought that women should fight in the military. 52 The first French revolution also had
a radicalized women’s society called the Société des républicains-révolutionnaires, who brought
so much chaos to the streets of Paris, that women were prohibited from participating in the club
movement in 1793.53 After this decree, militant and feminist women were brutally repressed.
Olympe de Gouges was executed 3 November 1793 and Jeanne Manon Roland, who lead one of
the most popular salons of the revolution, was blamed for wanting to interfere with politics. 54 In
1804, this repression spread to all women in the Napoleonic Code and women were banished to
the private sphere.
Women’s place in 1848 followed a similar trend. In March and April, women were
martyred as they were in the first couple years of 1789, because they appealed to the bourgeois
ideals of the upper and middling classes. However, in May and June, women became too radical
for the comfort of the Second Republic. Female writers called for divorce and political rights,
meetings of the Société de la voix des femmes became so animated that the police had to break up
their meetings, and women fought just a vigorously as men against the Second Republic in the
June Revolution. In turn, women were banned from participating in the club movement, 28 July
1848, and women were repressed from July to December. 55 At the end of the revolution, women
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were further repressed by left-wing patriarchs such as Pierre-Joseph Proudhon and were once again
banished to the private sphere.56 However, as I will argue in this thesis, the women of 1848 fought
against this repression and refused to capitulate.
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The Writers
“La tête et le bras de l’humanité, c’est l’homme. Le cœur de l’humanité, c’est la femme. Unis, ils
résument ensemble une Trinité Sainte : l’amour, l’intelligence et la force…Les femmes ne doivent
pas, ne peuvent pas rester étrangères au mouvement général des idées ; l’ordre qui est la paix, se
personnifie en elles.” -Voix des femmes57
“Nous prendriez-vous par hasard pour de vieilles mégères frondeuses, portant à la fois un jupon et
des moustaches ! Cela prouverait bien que vous ne nous connaissez pas…loin d’être des
personnages sans nom, hérissés, courroucés, boursoufflés, mal coiffés, ayant de l’encre aux doigts
et des plumes sur les oreilles, nous sommes tout simplement des femmes…qui lisons le Charivari,
et l’aimons…”-Marie Noémi Constant 58

Introduction
With the explosion of the print that coincided with the revolution of 1848, hundreds of
newspapers, pamphlets and posters appeared between the February and June insurrections, and a
small group of women used this form of communication to advocate women’s rights. This group
of women consisted of members from all three classes, and they found a level of respectability by
appealing to the conservative values of bourgeois society. Since the morality of society and the
disintegration of the family were the largest concerns of their male contemporaries, these women
emphasized their Christian and maternal devotion. They also attempted to separate themselves
from the “furies” of the revolution of 1789 and the “femmes libres” of the 1830s by accentuating
their commitment to pacifism, the household and order. This moderate foundation, which they
formed in March and April, won them support for their two traditional demands: equal education
and the right to work. However, their moderate platform could not salvage their reputation once
they called for two radical demands: political rights and divorce. These two concepts undermined
patriarchal authority, and the very nature of the private sphere to which women were restricted.
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Once respectable women with good intentions suddenly became bas-bleus in the minds of their
critics who defied the bourgeois separate spheres ideology.
The writers of 1848 have received considerable recognition from historians over the past
few decades. The assertion that the women of 1848 were more moderate than they were in 1789,
1830 and 1871 is the most common argument.

David Barry has articulated that the Voix des

femmes appealed to moderate women in 1848, because they supported family, order, bettering the
lives of women and strengthening the role of women in the household. 59 However, historians have
argued about why these women chose to have a moderate platform. Laura Schor, Karen Offen
and David Allen Harvey have argued that the female writers of 1848 attempted to separate
themselves from the “furies” of 1789 and the “filles libres” of the 1830s so that men would take
them seriously. 60 Jane Rendall has argued that these women wrote moderately, because their only
model was the moralists and evangelicals of the nineteenth century. 61 While the writers of 1848
most definitely attempted to separate themselves from radicalism in the first few months of the
revolution, by late April, a radical minority mirrored the militant women of 1789 by advocating
the emancipation of women, the entrance of women into the political sphere and divorce.
Historians have also debated the audience and appeal of the Voix des femmes. Joan W.
Scott has stated that the Voix des femmes provided an alternative to the growing individualism in
industrializing Paris and appealed to socialist-minded women.62 Karen Offen surmised that since
the Voix des femmes attempted to carve a spot for women in the public sphere through the concept
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of equality through differences, they had the opportunity to unite all women. 63 Sheriff Gemie has
hypothesized that the female activism of 1848 did not appeal to young, single women, because the
Voix des femmes was staffed by mothers who strove to gain rights through motherhood, and Jane
Rendall has predicted that in turn, these women could only achieve a form of equality in the
household.64 I argue that since members from all three classes contributed to the Voix des femmes,
the newspaper had the ability to appeal to many different types of women. I also agree with Diana
Holmes, who said that from 1848 to the First World War, women wrote somewhere in between
impersonating the ideals of male authority and militantly asserting the feminist platform. 65 As I
will show in this chapter, none of the writers of 1848 wrote unreserved feminist articles. Instead,
they wrote articles that half-heartedly appealed to the upper and middling classes but demanded
change.

The Explosion of the Press and its Female Contributors
Historians and contemporaries of 1848 have characterized the revolutionary year of 1848
by an explosion of the press. From the abolishment of censorship and the stamp tax in early March
to the repressive era after the June revolution, hundreds of pamphlets, newspapers and posters
infiltrated the streets of Paris. 66 Since literacy rose drastically for working-class men and bourgeois
women in the 1820s and 1830s, and since journalism became a legitimate career in the 1830s, this
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explosion was triggered by the sudden freedom of the press. 67 Now anybody in Paris could publish
on any topic of their choice, and those who did not have disposable income did not have to worry
about paying a tax on their written works.
Although only a small group of women contributed to this explosion of the press in 1848,
their writings had a huge impact on Parisian popular culture. In 1848, the press saw at least six
newspapers and various pamphlets published by women. While most of the newspapers only
published one or two issues, the feminist newspaper, the Voix des femmes published almost daily
from 20 March to 29 April, and two to three times a week from 28 May to 18 June. Edited by
bourgeois writer and teacher Eugénie Niboyet, the Voix des femmes brought together women from
the aristocracy, the bourgeoise and the working-classes in its attempt to advocate the welfare of all
members of society and women’s rights.68 The paper articulated that the two main goals of the
newspaper’s committee were to better the lives of women and to organize women’s work. To
succeed in this goal, the group wrote articles on the welfare of women, formed a club called the
Société de la voix des femmes, and organized various charity initiatives to raise money for the
working poor.69 This paper remained the leading women’s newspaper until 18 June, when financial
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difficulties and harsh criticism led to its demise. Eugénie Niboyet left the women’s movement
and dressmaker Désirée Gay and seamstress Jeanne Deroin took over with their Politique des
femmes and Opinion des femmes. The Politique des femmes and the Opinion des femmes were
more radical than the Voix des femmes, because they were led by two working-class women who
had a reputation for going against the grain. 70 The former published two issues in June and August
1848, and the latter published two issues in August 1848 and January 1849. Both fell victim to
the high surety bond that the Second Republic placed on all works published after the June
Revolution. 71
While, Niboyet, Gay and Deroin were the main figures of the women’s movement in print,
they were not the only ones to publish in 1848. Mme Legrand published the Enfer et le paradis
du peuple on 2 April, under the name Mme de Beaufort, and the Amour de la patrie on 16 April
under Mme Legrand. Like the Voix des femmes, Legrand wanted to improve women’s rights, to
encourage women to discuss laws related to them, to organize women’s work, and to improve the
lives of those in need through charity.72 Other women also made minor contributions to the press
in 1848. Mme Baissignac published the Volcan on 18 June, a newspaper that discussed the current
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state of the government, not women’s rights. A number of women also released small pamphlets
and letters about topics that ranged from women’s rights to the rationality of monarchies in France.
While historians know very little about Mmes Baissignac and Legrand, we do know that
there was a level of communication between the women’s newspapers and groups outside of Paris.
The Voix des femmes had offices in London, Lyon and Marseilles, and published letters and articles
that they received from women internationally.73 A Miss Shelly from Turin, Italy even
recommended in correspondence that women build an international “republic of women” who
supported each other through all stages of women’s emancipation. 74 Mme Legrand also had
connections outside of Paris, as seen by the Lyonnais poems that she published in the Amour de la
patrie.75 This proves Bonnie S. Anderson’s argument that a “loose-knit network” had formed
between feminists by 1848, and that these relationships strengthened as the revolution
progressed.76

Building their Message
The female writers of 1848 were relatively cautious and even the most radical of their
articles were firmly rooted in pacifism, order, peace, morality and class unity. Historians have
argued that the women of 1848 built this moderate foundation for their newspapers and societies
with the intent of distancing themselves from the negative stereotypes of revolutions past.77 While
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I do not disagree that these women would have been influenced by this, moderate framing was
also a response to the specific problems in 1848. The female writers of 1848 consistently appealed
to the two primary concerns of the bourgeoisie during the Second Republic: the lack of morality
among the working-classes and the breakdown of the family. They also attempted to unite classes
together by explaining why specific classes acted a certain way.
In terms of appealing to the bourgeois concern about the morality of the working-classes,
female writers of 1848 stressed that they stood for order and unity. In an article about the
revolutionary songs of 1789, the Voix des femmes stated that the Parisian revolutionary tradition
needed to adapt with the progress of the century. They claimed that the French revolutionary song,
the Marseillaise, was outdated, and that citizens no longer needed to spill blood to achieve
revolution. Instead, France needed to lead a “humanitarian century.” 78 The Voix des femmes
believed that women needed to unite, and forget about differences in class, nationality and
religion. 79 They stressed that the “use of scapegoats was lazy,” and that “even the rich were scared
and had lost privileges and titles during the revolution.” 80 They also reminded readers that it was
the bourgeoise that had built the barricades of 1789, and emphasized that each member of society
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brought unique qualities to the movement.81 Along with believing that women had to unite, the
Voix des femmes considered men essential to the movement. An anonymous supporter wrote that
nothing could be accomplished if men did not hear their ideas, and that both sexes were needed to
accomplish goals that “pertained to all of humanity.”82 Gay supported this idea, saying that women
“should be allowed to hold meetings by themselves,” but that they must have meetings with men
in order for “humanity to stay united and to avoid the creation of two separate camps.”83 Universal
fraternity was one of the three demands of the republic, and that meant uniting despite
differences. 84
Other women’s newspapers also appealed to class and gender unity and attempted to seal
these connections through explaining differences. In her Enfer et le paradis, Mme Legrand wrote
that the economy could only be corrected if the workers remained calm and did not scare their rich
brothers away. However, she challenged the perception that the industrial class was both a large
percentage of the population, who strove to support their family honourably, and a group of
individuals, who spread immorality to Parisian society. 85 In her Amour de la patrie, Legrand also
used the method of appealing directly to bourgeois and aristocratic women. Hoping to alleviate
the financial crisis of the Second Republic, Legrand begged rich women to donate money and/or
jewellery to the government. To persuade them, she asked them to remember their noble
upbringing, and to think about the women and children who “know old age in infancy.” 86
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Along with stressing order and class unity, the women’s newspapers made the
rehabilitation of the family one of their main goals. In an article of the Opinion des femmes, Jeanne
Deroin wrote that faith could be restored to Parisian society with the restoration of the family.
However, she anticipated that this process would be difficult, as the family had become a form of
strain on working-class families. The husband was separated from his wife and children during
the day, and when he finally had the opportunity to speak with them at dinner, they only talked
about their misery. Often at least one spouse had a sick parent to care for, and almost all workers
in the cloth and furniture industries could not afford to purchase these goods for themselves. 87 In
this way, she connected the bourgeoisie, who wanted a moral family, and the working-classes,
who wanted the restoration of the family but did not know how to overcome the obstacles of
industrialization.
The female writers of 1848 also appealed to the family by stressing their femininity and
their desire to maintain gender roles. They often wrote that they did not want women to forget their
feminine duties, they only wanted “those rights that would allow them to raise their children, and
share in their “brothers’ dreams, labours and success.” 88 This accentuation of their femininity was
rooted in the Saint-Simonian concept of equality through difference, which stressed that the ideal
“social individual” could only be created by combining the strengths of men and women together.89
However, it was also a ploy to appeal to the separate spheres conception. The female writers of
1848 often hid their most radical ideas behind the rhetoric of femininity and gender stereotypes.
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For example, while the Voix des femmes encouraged women to stay in the private sphere, they
considered how women’s feminine qualities of morality, compassion and Christian devotion could
be used to moralize both the household and the nation. 90 They emphasized that “a free and
intelligent state” also needed “a moral and religious foundation,” and that women could help to
build this foundation. 91 In part, this line meant that they could inspire “moderation” in men’s
thought, and encourage a more passive approach to politics. 92 But more than anything else, the
Voix des femmes meant that they could extend their feminine values to the public sphere, and
become a part of the civic process.

The female writers of 1848 would clothe many of their

progressive ideas through the lens of their femininity in subsequent months.

The Moderate Demands
The female writers of 1848 worked hard to build and maintain a moderate platform during
the revolution. They used the language of Christian and moral feminism, they advocated femininity
and unity, and they attempted to prove their moderate nature through separating themselves from
the radical republican tradition of 1789 and 1830. Consequently, they gained a fair amount of
support from their male counterparts for their two more moderate demands: equal education and
the right to work. Equal education of the sexes was a battle that women and men begun during the
revolution of 1789. However, despite the support that equal education received from both sexes
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at the same time, it was shut down by

politician Charles-Maurice Tallyrand in 1791.93

Nevertheless, a select group of women kept the plea for equal education going, particularly during
the Saint-Simonian movement, when women received an education in communes. 94 Since many
of these same Saint-Simonian women took control of the 1848 women’s movement, and since men
also asked for equal education among the classes, it is not surprising that this demand re-emerged
in 1848, or that women received a level of support for their demand of equal education.
The Voix des femmes firmly believed that the answer to all of their grievances was
education. 95 As early as 26 March 1848, the paper decided to split into two committees, one that
would work on the newspaper, and one that would work on public lessons for women. 96 They
reasoned that if they received an equal education to men, they could contribute to the Republic
with skilled work, and gain the respect that was necessary to manage the family household and
their children’s education. With this education, they hoped that the state would reassess some of
the laws associated with the 1804 Napoleonic code.97
To fight for equal education, Pauline Roland wrote under the pseudonym Marie Pauline,
and combatted the idea that women could only be ignorant and unintelligent. She was sure that
woman could be man’s equal if she was given an equal education, and therefore challenged men
to give women an equal education with the same teachers and same lessons to see if that they could
be mathematicians and chemists.98 In spite, she also wrote that only an “ambitious” and
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“imprudent” husband would keep his wife in ignorance, and then force her to sign something that
she could not read.99 Artist Henriette Wild applied the demand for equal education to a specific
profession. When midwives were contesting the rule that forbid them to attend to any female
problems other than delivering babies, Wild encouraged them to fight for an education that would
place them on equal footing with male obstetricians.100 With or without support, Augustine
Genoux stated that women must educate themselves, as it was the only way that they could better
their lives and achieve equal rights. 101
Other female writers wrote just as passionately about the equal education movement. In
the Enfer et le paradis du people, Mme Legrand wrote a witty article which connected a woman’s
education with whether she became Mary or Eve on Earth. She reminded her reader that a woman
could inspire virtue or vice, soften or excite passion, and ruin or better the life of their husband.
The only determinant that determined whether she brought heaven or purgatory to her husband’s
life was her education. If society “cultivated her like a flower” she would transform into the most
beautiful form, Mary. If they did not, she would remain Eve. 102 Legrand also offered a dualistic
reality for her readers in the Amour de la patrie. Like the Voix des femmes she concluded that
education was the answer to all of society’s problems. However, she warned the reader that if
women were not educated or if they were taught by inadequate teachers, they would pass on their
ignorance to their children. 103 By considering the education of children, Legrand pulled on a
different heart string than she did in her Enfer et le paradis du peuple. The education of the
Republic’s children was directly correlated with the future of the Republic itself. If they remained
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ignorant, the progress of society would remain stagnant. Therefore, equal or adequate education
was vital to the future of the Republic.
Another moderate demand that women made during the revolution of 1848 was that the
government organize and satisfy women’s right to work. This demand was less controversial than
the right to equal education and was the largest demand of their working-class brothers. Through
petitions, letters to the government and articles in newspapers, women asked the government for
the protection of their trades and remedies to work-related issues. For example, to eliminate
competition, a delegation of lingères asked if the government could suppress work in prisons.
Since inmates were paid at such low wages, lingères could not compete.104 Similarly, a group of
washerwomen asked if their working day could be reduced to ten hours so that they would have
time to eat. Their wish was granted. 105
Women also wanted to reform the National Workshops of 1848. Opening for men on 28
February and for women on 10 April 1848, the Ateliers National/National Workshops were a
response to the high unemployment rate in Paris during the revolution. Entrusted to the minister
of public works, M. Marie, the Workshops for men became a sore spot amongst politicians and all
three classes of society, because all members were ensured a daily wage even if they did not work.
Therefore, it felt like charity to workers, and a useless expense to the rich. 106 Louis Blanc, a
member of government in 1848, recommended that workers be divided by trade and ability, but
his recommendation was shot down by other members of the government.107 The government
made the Luxembourg Commission, where delegates from trades addressed concerns of workers,
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but the Commission could not always solve the problems that delegates brought to their
attention.108
The National Workshops for women became just as problematic. At the Workshops,
women sewed shirts for the Garde Mobile, and were divided into divisions of one hundred and
brigades of ten. These divisions and brigades were managed by chefs, who made three francs per
day and one franc fifty centimes per day respectively. This created drastic tension, as female
workers only made sixty centimes per shirt, and even the most skilled of seamstresses could only
make one and a half shirts per day. Désirée Gay lamented that :
Elles meurent de faim, cela est positif, l’ouvrage qu’on leur donne dans l’atelier est
un leurre ; l’organisation du travail des femmes, un despotisme sous un nouveau nom,
et la nomination des déléguées des femmes, une mystification que les hommes ont
fait aux femmes, pour se débarrasser d’elles.109
Gay was not the only woman to see this supposed solution for women’s right to work as a form of
despotism. Anna Marie argued that women at the ateliers needed to be divided by specialty and
to make a product that consumers needed. 110 Jeanne Strallen added to this thought contending that
few men understood women’s work or their abilities, and that there were many women who did
not know how to do feminine jobs like sewing. These complaints culminated on 15 April 1848,
when Mme Dubois and thirty-nine female workers from the first arrondissement brought a petition
to Louis Blanc. This petition outlined the challenges of sewing fast enough to make a living at the
National Workshops, and asked if women could make one franc per shirt or at least one franc per
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day. These women used maternal feminism to sooth their demands by saying that if they could be
ensured one franc per day, they would be able to make their husbands dinner every night. 111
Since Louis Blanc did not have the power to do anything about Mme Dubois’ petition,
women offered solutions to problems associated with women’s work. Jeanne Strallen’s solutions
were the most extensive.

Strallen recommended that there should be a locale in each

arrondissement, that could house a certain number of ouvrières and provide them with everything
that they may need in a day. She also recommended that posters with job listings be placed in each
quartier, and that women work in special groups of ten. In these groups, five women would be
knowledgeable in the occupation, whilst five would be interesting in learning the trade. All ten
members would be paid every night, but those who educated their sisters would be paid a bit extra.
By paying these women daily, they would never have to worry about waiting for paychecks. They
would also be able to work without anxiety, as they would be permitted to place their children in
creches for free while they worked.112

Male Support of Female Writers
The female writers of 1848 achieved a great amount of support from a small but committed
group of men.

Some such as Alphonse Esquiros and the Abbé Constant were husbands to the

main feminists of 1848 and allowed their wives to write in their newspapers and participate in their
clubs.113 Others such as Olinde Rodrigues and Jean Macé were members of the Société de la voix
des femmes, and simply wanted to better society by alleviating the troubles of women. 114 Olinde
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Rodrigues, for example, believed that to remove the proletariat, women needed to be freed from
their serfdom.115 Correspondingly, Jean Macé wrote a letter to Deroin that addressed the open
“anomalies” in society. While workers were made sovereigns in the new Republic, they were
fighting for the right to live. Likewise, while valets were given the right to vote, women were
given masters and laws that impeded on their rights. 116 The group also received support from a
group of men that were not members of their society. For example, Collin from the Société royal
academique des sciences, wrote that Eugénie Niboyet was chosen by God to speak for women. He
assured her that she would bring women dignity and save mankind from the shame of allowing
such tyranny as woman’s serfdom.117
Another way that men showed support for women during the revolution was through
writing articles sympathetic to the women’s movement or allowing women to publish their articles
in their newspapers. The Démocratie pacifique and the Toscin des travailleurs were their largest
supporters. On 23 June 1848, the Toscin des travailleurs published an article about the misery of
women. It was more moving than any of the pieces written by women in the all-women’s
newspapers. It emphasized the paradox that women were considered weak but were given the
hardest of work, and highlighted that while women worked while sick and pregnant, few could
afford to feed themselves.

The article then used children to grab the reader’s sympathy,

articulating that most nurseries in Paris were full, but that spots only became available when
children passed away. Finally, the article criticized the ateliers, and how women only made sixty
centimes per shirt. It asked the reader to consider a list of women who worked in the ateliers. One
was a thirteen-year-old girl, who had to support a sick father, a mother and three children, but
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could only sew one shirt per day. Likewise, there was a seventy-one-year-old woman, almost
blind with a child to care for, who could only make one shirt every two days. The article than asks
workers to consider if their own emancipation can be successful if they do not free women as
well. 118
The Toscin des travailleurs was edited by a Saint-Simonian, however, it was not just SaintSimonians who were frustrated with the harsh conditions of working-class women. When Louis
Blanc had a conversation with a Bénard, a delegate for tailors at the Luxembourg Commission, he
lamented that working-class men did not want to do business with the rich men who destroyed
family businesses, and then exploited women in subcontracting positions. He knew that women
needed at least one franc and fifty centimes a day to live an honourable life and did not think that
poor young women should have to work into the evenings. Hard work destroyed the health of these
women, and often did not pay them enough to save them from prostitution.119 A M. Botiau and a
group of ex-managers and employees of the National Workshops even fought against the closure
of the female “Ateliers de Couture.” In an address to the National Assembly, the men argued that
the workshops were the antithesis to laziness. Statistics proved that the number of women arrested
by the police diminished by ninety percent when the Ateliers opened, and that the Ateliers
employed twenty thousand women who were unemployed. 120 They also fought against the idea
that the Ateliers caused demoralization by considering how women felt about charity. They
deduced that the Ateliers were better for the morale of working-class women, because women
were ashamed of collecting charity. They predicted that women rather work all day for a small
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sum than receive a larger sum through charity. 121 As a result, they recommended that the
government simply make a few changes to the Ateliers, instead of eliminating them altogether.
Working-class men were not against women’s work, because they knew that working-class
women needed to work in order to contribute to their family incomes. Whether these women came
from the provinces to send money home to their families or whether they were the daughters of
city folk, women had always contributed to the family income through work. However, since
working-class men were fighting in a paradoxical revolution, they could only be so supportive to
the female writers of 1848. When these women maintained a moderate platform and embellished
their femininity, they spoke to the hearts of working-class men. These men wanted nothing more
than to remove these women from the misery of industrial France, and for them to “rehabilitate”
the family. However, when some of these women radicalized in late April, popular opinion of
female writers changed drastically. Once innocent women asking for order, education and better
working-conditions turned into defiant bas-bleus asking for a place in politics, the right to vote
and divorce. In these three demands, they challenged the position of their husbands as the “heads
of the household,” the concept of family, and the very nature of order and peace in Paris.

The Deadly Demands
One of the most significant grievances of the Voix des femmes during the revolution of
1848 was the 1804 Napoleonic code. This statute forbid women from living on their own,
disobeying their husbands and from being witnesses to baptisms, marriages, passports or deaths. 122
Jeanne Deroin asked why women were expected to pay taxes, obey laws and contribute to society
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when they were not allowed to fully participate in society. Deroin then insisted that the code would
have made sense in the middle ages, when France was “reigned by swords,” because women did
not have the physical strength to fight with swords. However, since France now wanted to rule
with “intelligence and morality,” she could not understand why women could not participate in
the creation of laws or be a part of the provisional government. Women were natural moralizers
of society and were just as intelligent as their male counterparts.123
Deroin’s argument that women should be allowed a place in politics in a “intelligent and
moral” state was one that the Voix des femmes made in the first week of its appearance. Since
women “personified peace and order” and since society needed moral reform, they believed that
women were the “solid base” that politics needed.124 In various articles, they also revealed that
they had little faith in men’s ability to give women what they needed. One article, “Economie de
temps,” claimed that “women were making leaps and bounds” on paper, but that government laws
and institutions were not appealing to their actual needs. They concluded that this failure to match
their needs was directly correlated with the absence of women from the creation and
implementation of these laws and institutions. Perhaps to smooth out the radical nature of
critiquing the government, the article explained that the failure of these laws and institutions was
the reason why working-class women were becoming violent. They were disappointed that they
had to work long hours, and that they did not get to spend time with their husbands or children. 125
Other female writers did not hide their repulsion to the Napoleonic code or the men that
implemented it. Like the Voix des femmes, the Opinion des femmes reasoned that since women
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understood charity, devotion and fraternity better than men, they could better ensure that adequate
institutions were created to care for those in need, and could replace cruel and selfish politics with
order and peace.126 However, while the journal encouraged women to maintain their innocence
and faith in God, they encouraged women “to make men blush for their narcissism and wrongs,
and to overcome any feeling of embarrassment that they may have felt with their inferior status.”127
Claire B., a contributor to the female newspapers of 1848, asked why men treated women as though
they were soulless entities and expected them to do anything and everything for their families
without question.128 She also questioned if the 1848 Chamber of Deputies was as advanced as it
claimed to be when valets could vote but women could not. Claire concluded that women were
simply property of the bourgeoisie, and that this was a legacy of monarchs. 129
Claire B.’s statement that it was unjust that valets could vote while women could not,
premises the second radical demand that female writers made in 1848: the right to vote. The Voix
des femmes attacked the conventional idea that the husband or man of the household place a vote
for the entire family. They argued that he was not always the most equipped, intelligent or rational
member of the family, so he could not always make the best decision for the family. 130 They
reminded the government that women in history had excelled in political and social functions after
receiving a good education, and stated that women should be allowed to cast a vote for themselves.
Proposing a compromise, they reasoned that if the government could not grant civil rights to all
women, they should grant widows and single women with the right to vote. These women did not
have anybody to represent their interests, and they were often the women who needed the most
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from the government.131 When this request was not granted, the Voix des femmes encouraged
women to unite and share their opinions with anybody who would listen. 132 If they could not be a
part of the electorate, they would do everything that they could to influence those who were.
Women earned themselves opponents when they demanded entrance into politics and the
right to vote, but their opposition was formulaic. Their third demand, divorce, was a more direct
threat to men and the upper and middling classes, because they already felt that the family was
disappearing in industrializing Paris. Divorce had been a hot topic in Paris since the French were
granted the right to consensual divorce 20 September 1792.

To undermine the power of the

Catholic Church, the First Republic had decided to take God out of marriage, so that it was no
longer a religious sacrament. However, like most radical changes during the “Great Revolution,”
it was short lived. Divorce was widely restricted 31 March 1803 and prohibited in 1816.133 In the
years leading up to 1848, Parisians did not forget the years when divorce had been readily
available. It made the Saint-Simonians of the 1820s and 1830s question the very concept of
marriage, and during the revolution of 1830, Parisians from ever quarter petitioned for the return
of divorce.134 In 1848, divorce became the main word associated with the women’s movement in
1848.
The only writer in the Voix des femmes who unequivocally advocate divorce in its pure
form was aristocrat Gabrielle Soumet (G.S.). Soumet firmly believed that bad marriages were
detrimental to the health and morality of women and their children. Soumet believed that Dr.
Eugène Villerman had proven that bad marriages could decay a woman’s spirit and body, and
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argued that if children were exposed to habitual fighting, their perspectives on love would be
damaged and they would repeat the same mistakes as their parents. 135 For these reasons, Soumet
questioned whether marriage was as sacred as society made it out to be. When women fell into
abusive relationships and had to persevere through misery every single day of their lives, marriage
was no longer a concept that needed to be protected. 136 Moreover, she reasoned that divorce did
not go against God’s wishes, because God would not support the “endless desperation” associated
with “youth without love, aging without affection or old-age without respect.”137 Since everywhere
with a “true sense of liberty” permitted divorce, G.S. begged the government to grant divorce in
France. She claimed that France was kind toward their enemies, so there was no reason why it
could not be kind to its women.138
While the Voix des femmes published Soumet’s series advocating divorce, they were not
the divorce craving fanatics or family hating “divorceuses” that their opposition would make them
out to be. Soumet’s articles did not challenge the validity of the family, and articles by other
contributors attempted to find alternatives to divorce. The Voix des femmes wrote that divorce
could be avoided altogether if women received equality in marriage, and the right to manage
matrimonial acquisitions. 139 They predicted that women supported divorce, because they felt
helpless in oppressive and disproportionate marriages, and that women could enter into marriages
with confidence if they could also bring “intelligence” and “productive skill” with them. 140 Women
did not want to “infringe on the rights of their husbands,” but they did not want to be “paid for
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their beauty or sold for their dowry.” They wanted real dignity and the rights needed to be good
mothers and citizens of France. 141
Several members of the Voix des femmes also advocated for the return of love to marriage.
Henriette Wild, an “artiste,” lamented that parents and priests tried so hard to find perfect unions
for their children that they often forgot to ensure that “those who were married loved each other.”142
Even Soumet wrote that since men typically married to settle debts, re-establish credit or to gain
an advantageous position, and since women were often forced into marriages by imprudent
parents, neither side had any chance of benefitting from the union. She reasoned that marriages
would last if members of society only married for the right reasons. 143
Even though most articles did not advocate divorce in its full form, one petition published
in the Voix des femmes by ouvrière, P.G., explicitly challenged the position of men in the family.
After appealing to the moderate arguments for divorce and separation, P.G. recommended that
after separation, women gain the right to make their own decisions progressively over time. P.G.
also argued that women should be able to keep their children after separation and divorce, because
childrearing was their natural responsibility. 144 This went against the common belief that children
were the property of their father, and some male writers argued that children needed their father
just as much as they needed their mother. The Diogène sans culotte wrote that they could not
understand the concept of divorce, because women had the undying love of their husband, and
should feel “content rocking their babies to sleep.” They also admitted that they were afraid of the
courts favouring women when it came to custody disputes. They loved their children just as much
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as their mothers.145 Apart from P.G.’s petition, the female writers of 1848 were moderate when
they wrote articles about divorce. Nevertheless, their articles stirred violent opposition from men
who often depicted female writers as heartless bas-bleus who forgot their household duties.
Members of the Voix des femmes would lament that men did not read their articles. Instead, men
jumped to conclusions when they saw the word divorce or overheard individuals talking about
divorce.
Divorce penetrated every method of communication in 1848. It was the topic of one of the
first anonymous posters released 24 February 1848, and several more posters and articles of the
popular press helped publicize the issue.146 In May and June, the Société de la voix des femmes
made divorce the main topic of their society debates. And on 29 May, minister of justice, Adolphe
Crémieux presented a bill that called for the abrogation of the 8 May 1816 law that made divorce
illegal. Although only four out of eighteen members voted for divorce, most of the men present
agreed that divorce would be acceptable if it was a rare occurrence. However, they reasoned that
since family and property were so badly challenged at that time, divorce would produce public
outcry.147 These men were correct in this hypothesis. The Union complained that Crémieux
snubbed the church by trying to replace them as the morale force of France, and the Gazette de
France hypothesized that tolerance of divorce would lead to the “institutionalization of prostitution
and the legalization of adultery.” 148 However, women responded energetically to the bill. On 30
May 1848, red posters appeared throughout the city inciting women to meet at the Colonne
Vendôme and fight for their right to divorce.

Around two hundred women joined the
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demonstration and four of these women went to Crémieux’s office to thank him for his efforts.149
Articles in the popular press responded to this demonstration with disgust, and Crémieux was
villainized as the man who encouraged these women to support divorce.150

The Reincarnation of the Bas-Bleus
The concept of “bas-bleus” or bluestocking women was a concept that originated in mideighteenth-century England through a society of educated women who called themselves the Blue
Stocking Society.

However, like the term “femme savante” or learned woman, the term

“bluestocking” soon became a derogatory term to describe masculine women who defied societal
norms. While it became less popular in England as the nineteenth century progressed, the term
gained a considerable following as Paris underwent industrialization in the 1840s, as seen by
Frédéric Soulié’s Physiologie du Bas-Bleu and caricaturist Honore Daumier’s series Les BasBleus.151 Janis-Bergman Carton has argued that since the “learned women” of the 1840s were from
the bourgeoise and the working-classes and since they called for divorce, they were depicted as
“conspiratorial shrews” who “plotted” the abolition of the family. 152 The female writers were also
classified into the archetype of bas-bleus.
References that caricatured women into bas-bleus were sometimes short and aimed at the
leader of the female writers, Eugénie Niboyet. The Diable rose claimed that the “chaussette bleu,”
Eugénie Niboyet, may have been silent in May, but she reappeared militant in June. 153 Similarly,
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the Charivari made a small reference in an article which stated that the Voix des femmes wanted
to make patrols, participate in clubs, and knit bluestockings.154 The term also made its way into
books which summarized the newspapers and pamphlets released in 1848. In his Physionomie de
la Presse, “Père Jean” labelled Niboyet as nothing more than a bas-bleu and said that the Amour
de la patrie, Mme Legrand’s newspaper, had good intentions but defended bas-bleus.
In a Charivari caricature series called the “Fariboles” Honoré Daumier’s brought back
themes from his early 1840s “Bas-Bleus” series in a caricature released 27 December 1848 (Figure
1).155 This caricature depicted two attractive women contemplating their compositions in a messy
room, and a baby falling head first into a small bathtub. Captioned “Bas-bleu, en train de composer
un volume sur les devoirs de la maternité,” this caricature pokes fun at the female writers of 1848.
Critics emphasized the hypocrisy of women who constantly wrote about how they could be better
mothers, but simultaneously advocated divorce. This illustration also illustrates the future as a
world-turned-upside-down, where order does not prevail. Since these two women were so busy
with their careers, they did not have time to tidy up their home or care for a child.
This caricature of bas-bleus was very similar to a caricature that Daumier released 26
February 1844. Captioned “La mère est dans le feu de la composition, l'enfant est dans l'eau de la
baignoire,” this caricature also depicts a bas-bleu writing in a messy room while her baby falls
head first into a bath tub (Figure 2). However, there is one huge difference between the two
caricatures. While the bas-bleu in the 1844 caricature is ugly, the bas-bleus in the 1848 caricature
are attractive.156 The beauty of the bas-bleus in the 1848 version may be a product of how the
upper and middling classes viewed working-class women after their “discoveries” in the public
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hygiene movement. In the public hygiene movement, the upper and middling classes came to see
working-class women as deceitful and unpredictable, because they could not determine which
working-class women were prostitutes and they could not track the activities of these working
women. Judith Degroat has argued that even the seamstress or couturière, who “sweated” in her
attic, became synonymous with the fille isolée, a registered prostitute that worked outside of
legally sanctioned prostitution houses. Since nobody could track how many hours the seamstress
worked nor how many pieces she could make per hour, they could not prove that she did not earn
some of her money through prostitution. 157 As Section three will show, these tensions were
increased when female insurgents defied gender roles in the Februrary revolution, transforming
themselves from feminine and weak bystanders to physical fighters in the insurrection. Like these
insurgents, the female writers of 1848 could look and act feminine, but could turn into masculine
and radical shrews in a matter of seconds. Therefore, they could not be trusted as mothers,
colleagues or devote wives.
While women were not called bas-bleus directly in L. Guilleman’s newspaper the
République des femmes/Journal des cotillons, its content plays off the same stereotypes. Perhaps
named the République des femmes to poke fun at Mlle Shelly’s recommendation that women make
a “Republic of Women,” Guilleman’s satirical paper rewrote the Marseillaise and the Chant du
depart as though they were written by the female writers of 1848. 158 Of course, these songs were
far more radical than anything that the female writers of 1848 ever actually produced. The
“Marseillaise des cotillons de l’an 1848,” written in the form of the Marseillaise, encouraged
women to unite and remove the restrictive clothing that enforced their femininity.

It also

encouraged them to be more like Eve or the Amazons, and to make the “old injuries of the
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barbarous sex right, by forcing men to make laws and rights for women.” 159 Although female
writers of 1848 encouraged their sisters to emancipate themselves from the barbarous Napoleonic
code, they never encouraged women to become military women or to use physical force. Equally
dubious, the “Chant de départ de ces dames/Grande expédition contre ces gueux de maris” evoked
the military women of 1848 to free women from their husband’s tyranny, and to cut off their
beards. They were to show no vengeance as “when a rooster loses its crest, it loses its balls.”160
While some of the more radical articles on women’s emancipation did encourage women to
diminish the egotism of their spouses, they never told them to undermine man’s masculinity or the
roles that he played in society. Moreover, they never used lewd language, as they urged women
to maintain their respectability and femininity in the process of emancipation.
Women fought defiantly and confidently against the bas-bleu stereotype placed on them
throughout 1848. As Cecile wrote in early June, women did not want to be “stupid marionettes”
who only went to parties and balls to dance. They wanted to participate in society and to think. 161
In April 1848, Marie-Noémi reminded the Charivari that this desire to be a part of society and
educate themselves did not mean that women were spiteful hermaphrodites, devoid of feminine
appearance and emotion. She wrote: “You take us for old rebellious shrews, sporting a skirt and a
moustache at the same time. That proves that you do not know us after all…Far from being
dishevelled and wrathful characters without a name, with ink on our fingers and pens in our ears,
we are simply women…who read the Charivari and enjoy it.”162 Around the same time, A.P. wrote
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a satirical article that made fun of the assumption that women only cared about food and fashion.
“To the great astonishment of these men, [the Voix des femmes] discusses topics far more serious
than currant jelly and chiffon.” 163 Marie-Noémi and A.P. spoke to the assumption that all female
writers were the same and encouraged opposition to get to know the Voix des femmes before they
shoved them into the category of bas-bleu. Their pleas also brought the reader back to a request
that Eugénie Niboyet made at the end of March, which asked individuals to read the cause of the
Voix des femmes before judging its mission and calling it immoral. 164

Conclusion
This plea for men to actually read the articles that the Voix des femmes published speaks to
their desire to maintain respectability and femininity while they bettered the lives of women. They
were not nearly as radical as they were depicted in the satirical press, as even their most radical
articles on equal rights, the right to vote and divorce were framed in a moderate foundation.
Nevertheless, the mere thought of divorce or of women entering into politics fed on the
uncertainties that men felt in industrializing Paris. Since the world was changing in almost every
aspect of their lives, they held onto the old traditions that they could maintain in the new world:
patriarchy and the family. Therefore, when women challenged both patriarchy and the family with
articles on civil rights and divorce, they became the visual representations of everything that these
men despised about industrializing Paris, and everything that they feared about change. Perhaps
this is why the bas-bleu of 1848 became an enigmatic entity that could transform from a feminine
temptress to a masculine shrew that advocated the abolition of the family. To critics, the bas-bleus
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represented the uncontrollable future, and the possibility that all aspects of the world could be
turned-upside-down for good.
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The Society Women
“Que est ce rassemblement de femmes ? est-ce le bataillon des Vésuviennes ? Non : ce sont les
femmes sincèrement républicaines qui, sur la convocation d’une affiche jaune, se préparent à faire
une manifestation en l’honneur du restaurateur du divorce en France…Encore une procession de
femmes. Ce sont les blanchisseuses, où vont-elles ? Offrir leurs félicitations et leurs services à la
commission du Luxembourg…” -Alphonse Balleydier 165
“…que les femmes sont dans la rue pétitionnant, manifestant, interpellant ce malheureux
Gouvernment provisioire qui avait bien d’autres soucis…les unes parlent, les autres écrivent,
toutes font du bruit.”- Firmin Maillard166
Introduction
While writers could be accused of hiding behind their desks, the women who joined in the
“clubomania” of the revolution of 1848 were depicted in caricatures, pieces of theatre and
newspaper articles as though they were always in clear sight on the streets of Paris. Whether
contemporaries chose to depict the “military women” of the Vésuvienne mutual aid society, the
divorceuses of the “Club des Femmes,” or the unruly society women of the fall and winter
banquets, there was always speculation on the true intentions of these public women. This
speculation was directly correlated with anxieties over prostitution, the connection that the allwomen’s society, the Société de la voix des femmes, had with the Voix des femmes, and the chaos
that this society caused when divorce became the primary topic of their public meetings. This
section will track society women through the moderate months of March and April, the radical
months of May and June, and the repressive months from July to December. It will argue that the
negative perception of society women did not begin until May, when the Voix des femmes
radicalized, and the Société de la voix des femmes made their meetings an open spectacle. It will
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also argue that these women remained resilient when they were critiqued in May and June, and
when they were excluded from the club movement by decree 28 July 1848.
The historiography surrounding the society women of 1848 is scarce. With the exception
of Marc de Villiers du Terrage’s 1910 Histoire de la club des femmes, historians have only made
brief references to the club meetings of the Société de la voix des femmes, and the various mutual
aid societies that formed and petitioned to the government in 1848. As a result, they have never
dug deep enough to determine the impact that society women had on society during the
revolution. 167 Jill Harsin and Jacqueline Laloulette have argued that the club movement provided
women with an outlet of expression when they were denied a place in republicanism and the
political realm. 168 This can explain why the prominent women of 1848 joined in the club movement
of 1848. Laloulette has remarked that society women showed resilience when they fought against
the “intimidating and sarcastic words meant to keep them in check,” a statement that proves true
when looking at newspaper articles of the Voix des femmes.169 Still more important than these
statements for the relevance of the society women in 1848 is their contribution to the women’s
problem in 1848. It is undeniable that they added to the perception that women were a “threat to
societal order” during the June Revolution of 1848. The Société de la voix des femmes literally
brought disorder to the streets of Paris and would have reminded the upper and middling classes
of 1789 and the Société des Républicains-Révolutionnaires.
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The Moderate Period: March to April
In the first two months of the revolution, women participated in the formation of mutual
aid societies, attended club meetings with men, and discussed women’s issues at the private
meetings of the Société de la voix des femmes. Since these women simply talked about bettering
the conditions of women in society and did not draw attention to themselves through public club
meetings, they were largely ignored by the press.
The Société de la voix des femmes was the society responsible for publishing the Voix des
femmes. Headed by President Eugénie Niboyet, the central committee consisted of Jeanne-Marie
Monniot, Désirée Gay, Jeanne Deroin, Suzanne Voilquin, Gabrielle Soumet, Joséphine Deland
and Apollonie Sabatier. The Voix des femmes wrote that the society would only accept women of
good moral standing to their private meetings, even though Gay, Deroin and Voilquin came from
the working classes and Sabatier eventually became a famous courtesan in the 1850s.170 These
private meetings, which took place from 26 March to 3 May, did not attract too much attention
from the popular press, because they typically took place from 2pm to 5pm, safe hours for a woman
to socialize, and in the home of one of the society members. 171 The topics that the society women
discussed did not challenge man’s roles in society either. For example, on 30 March 1848, the
society and “women from all social backgrounds” met at 34, rue de Penthièvre to plan the
organization of work for women. 172 Similarly, on 2 April and 6 April the society met and had
general discussions about the quality of living for women. On 2 April, Gay recommended that the
state build national laundry rooms, restaurants, libraries and meeting rooms so that the working
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classes would not have to go without. Niboyet proposed a home for domestics, and Eugénie Foa
propositioned that an Institute of Twenty [women] work with Mme Lamartine to help women in
need and to organize conferences on work.173 Likewise, on 6 April, the society debated the creation
of Niboyet’s home for domestics, decided that they would set up a collection for women in need
at their meetings, and Mme Bourgeois asked if members could sign a petition on the organization
of work that she was going to send to the minister of education.174 These private meetings appear
to have gone well, giving women the option to share their experiences in an environment that only
allowed men with special permission to attend. 175
Since bettering the lives of women was the main goal of the Société de la voix des femmes
in the moderate months of March and April, many of its prominent members formed trade-specific
mutual aid societies for women. Mutual aid societies, defined by Michael Sibalis as voluntary
insurance associations of urban artisans and wage earners, were organizations that provided
members with financial compensation in sickness, infirmity and old age.176 To belong to these
societies, members often had to belong to a certain trade, be able to pay a monthly or annual fee,
and be considered a low-risk liability to the society. In turn, women were often forbidden from
joining these societies, because they did not make enough money to pay for their membership, and
were seen as prone to illness due to their feminine weakness. 177 For these reasons and the fact that
women were often forbidden from speaking or voting at mutual aid society gatherings, it is not
surprising that women formed their own mutual aid societies in 1848. 178 Although these societies
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were often small and short-lived, they gave women the opportunity to benefit from mutual aid
societies, and to voice their concerns about work with fellow women. Since about a dozen women
from the Société de la voix des femmes led the clubs and mutual aid societies of 1848, members
of women’s mutual aid societies also had a strong network of women to lean on. 179
For example, F. Chenard formed the Association fraternelle des femmes à gages, a mutual
aid society for waged domestics, under the patronage of the Société de la voix des Femmes. For
a membership fee of one franc per month, Chenard promised to provide unemployed waged
domestics with food, shelter and work, and to protect members in unemployment, sickness and
infirmity.180 Much like the moderate writers of the Voix des femmes, Chenard made up for the
public nature of her society by appealing to the conservative elements of the Second Republic.
She claimed that she strove to pull women away from the infamously immoral maisons garnies
and for members to feel morally responsible for their sisters. 181 Since prostitutes often lived in
furnished apartments to avoid detection from the police, this line indicated that she strove to
transform immoral working-class women into moral citizens. 182 She also appealed to the socialist
elements of the Republic by stating that she strove to “rehabilitate the domestic worker and remove
the divide that existed between master and servant.”183
Mutual aid societies were often supported by bourgeois and working-class men. For
example, the Association fraternelle des ouvrières, headed by dressmaker Désirée Gay, was
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formed in October 1848 with the help of male tailors and saddlers. 184 Even more exemplary, an
association that formed in December 1848, the Association fraternelle des ouvriers and ouvrières
de la chemiserie, allowed women to become members and to participate in the politics of the
association. Their pact stated that the association was to attend to the needs of women before the
needs of men, and that women could take on any position other than that of the director. 185 This
was reflected in their comité de gérance which had seven women and only two men. 186
A final way that women participated in the club movement during the moderate months of
March and April was through attending the club meetings of men. Up until the radical turn in
May, the most popular men’s club for women to attend was Etienne Cabets Société Fraternelle
Centrale. 187 An utopian socialist who strove to resettle men and women in North American
communes throughout the nineteenth century, Cabet formed a club to recruit men and women to
his utopian commune.188 One fifth of his five thousand club members were women, and he
appeared to support women throughout the revolution.189 In the ninth meeting of his club, he asked
candidates of the National Assembly to consider women when making their platforms, and in
October 1848, Cabet released the eleventh edition of a radical booklet that supported the women’s
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movement.190 Women also attended the club meetings of the Club des Amis fraternels, the Club
central des republicans, and the Club de la Montagne. 191
Although women were permitted to attend these meetings, they were not allowed to talk.
It appears the first woman to break this tradition was not in Paris, but in Lyon. On 12 April at a
meeting of the Club Lyonnais, a woman addressed the moderate and radical demands of women.192
She asked that women be paid an adequate wage, so that they would not have to prostitute
themselves, and that men be held responsible for seducing women and producing illegitimate
children. She also asked that women be granted the right to discuss, defend and make laws for
women, and that women be given an equal education to men, so that they could participate in
social and political institutions. 193 Despite her radical demands, the Club Lyonnais responded well
to her speech and opened a league for women.194 Inspired by this woman’s success in the provinces,
the vice-president of the Société de la voix des femmes, Jeanne-Marie Monniot followed suit by
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making a speech at M. Suau’s club, the Emancipation des peoples on 18 April. 195 At the beginning
of her speech, she was apparently pale faced and met with laughter and boos. However, according
to the Voix des femmes, by the end of her speech, she had full support from the all-male audience.
They gave her flowers, congratulations, and begun a queue for women in need. 196 Two days later,
she was invited back to make a second speech. She commenced the speech by asking the audience
how they could possibly think about Ireland or Poland when women were dying from hunger and
sadness in their own country. 197 She then begged them to free women from slavery by giving them
an equal education, equal rights and protection in marriage. With these rights, she promised that
women would fight alongside their brothers in pursuit of a better future for their children. 198 The
support that Jeanne Marie received from her bourgeois and working-class brothers shows that men
did care about women’s issues in 1848 as long as they did not challenge the position of men.

The Radical Period: May to June
In an article about female performers in mid-nineteenth century Paris, historian Kimberly
White argued that actresses were considered the public property of Paris, and that they were
expected to abandon the private sphere; yet in doing so they were sexualized and became the
property of the public sphere.199 This model can be applied to the Société de la voix des femmes
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when they opened their meetings to the public from 11 May 1848 to 18 June. Although these
society women were not sexualized, men dissociated them from the private sphere and denigrated
even their cry to better the lives of women. Like pieces of theatre, club meetings were a form of
entertainment during the revolution. To their critics, who believed women were irrational and
unintelligent, the meetings of the Société de la voix des femmes were like a form of vaudeville.200
They addressed real issues that affected all members of society, but men made their meetings into
a comedy by sabotaging their success. Moreover, the purity of the women in the Société de la
voix des femmes was considered questionable, especially when they advocated divorce in late May
to early June.
The Liberté wrote that the first club meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes, on 11
May, was the most spectacular event of the revolution. Scheduled for 8pm at the Bazar de BonneNouvelle, a crowd of over two thousand individuals began to line up at 7pm and to bang on the
metal gates of the building.201 The Indépendent and the Monde républican wrote that when the
meeting begun, Eugénie Niboyet and a “young citoyenne” welcomed their audience with dignity
and grace, but that within thirty minutes of the meeting, the audience could not hear over the ruckus
of male spectators.202 A female spectator, Pauline Jalabert, wrote to the Assemblée constituante
two days later, angered that men had behaved so atrociously at the first meeting of the Société de
la voix des femmes. She could not understand why men would treat a group of women so poorly,
when they wanted nothing more than to organize work and help the unemployed. Jalabert wrote :
Quel nom donner à cela, monsieur? Au moment où le mot de fraternité est dans toutes
les bouches, des femmes réunies pour accomplir une bonne action, au lieu de
rencontrer une sympathie et un appui fraternels chez ceux qui s’arrogent sur elles le
200
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droit de protection ou de domination, les insultent avec un cynisme et une grossièreté
que ne seraient point permis les dernières filles de la rue. 203
Unfortunately, the disrespect that men showed women during the first meeting was only the
beginning of a war against the Société de la voix des femmes and the women’s movement.
Due to financial issues, the Voix des femmes did not publish for most of May, and it is
difficult to determine what happened at their second and third public meetings.204 Nevertheless, it
is definite that they had their fourth meeting on 27 May, and that the Société des Femmes reentered the public realm as a divorce-centred club. Eugénie Niboyet had a salmon poster made to
advertise that the topic of the meeting would be divorce, and stated admission for women would
be twenty-five centimes, but admission for men would be one franc. 205 Together, the topic of
divorce and the imbalance of the admission price aggravated already mischievous men. On 27
May, the Lampions wrote that when a thirty-two-year-old woman spoke about the advantages of
divorce, her husband interrupted and asked to speak to the group. When his request was rejected,
the crowd became animated and the Abbé Châtel had to calm down the audience . 206 The Voix des
femmes also wrote that the meeting on 30 May ended poorly. The Presse claimed that in their
debate on divorce, the central committee of the society could not agree on a final verdict, and the
Pamphlet said that men and women shouted personal questions at Eugénie Niboyet.207 Still nothing
was worse than the invasion of the meeting on 3 June by a group of angry husbands. The Presse
wrote that the twelve women who sat at the central committee table were forced out of their seats,
and that the invading husbands drank their sugar water.208 The Pamphlet wrote that the men then
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destroyed the stenographs of the society, and the Lunettes du Père Duchêne and the Providence
wrote that the chaos got so out of hand that the mobile guard and the Gardien de Paris had to
intervene. A large crowd developed outside of the building to observe the event unfold, and the
women of 1848 officially challenged societal order.209
After 3 June 1848, the society became extra cautious about who they let into their meetings.
For the meeting on 6 June, men only had to pay fifty centimes, but they were only permitted to
attend if they were in the company of a moral woman. 210 Nevertheless, the group did not relinquish
the topic of divorce or their method of advertising, and the meeting ended in a similar manner as
3 June. 211 When M. Béguin did not show up to lead the pro-divorce side of a debate, Niboyet told
her audience that the meeting would have to end early. This disappointed the audience, who swore
that they did not receive their whole money’s worth from the meeting, and again the police had to
break up the meeting. This time, the Société de la voix des femmes was evicted from the Bazar
de Bonne-Nouvelle for the disorder that their meetings brought to Paris. 212 Subsequent meetings
were held at the Manège Fitte and in the salle du Passage-Jouffroy, but the society did not focus
on divorce and these meetings did not receive much publicity.
In the two months that the Société de la voix des femmes opened their doors to men, their
once respectable society became a live vaudeville, where members of the audience could change
the course of the play when it dug too deep at everyday concerns. With Crémieux’s attempt to
bring back divorce in late May, and posters, feminist articles, and debates about divorce at the
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Société de la voix des femmes, divorce became the hot topic of May and June. The topic weighed
heavily on a growing percent of the population who struggled with the economic recession. In
these hard times, the family was the one institution that could bring comfort and happiness and
was, as Joan W. Scott has articulated, a part of achieving their Right to Work.213 For these reasons,
the members of the Société de la voix des femmes were objectified in the press as masculinized
and irrational divorceuses, who strove to abolish the family, and as bas-bleus who further uprooted
the family by neglecting their household duties.
This objectification process was sometimes lighthearted. The France nouvelle predicted
that the Club des femmes would be a better place to visit if the women were not so ugly, and while
most newspapers referred to women as “la plus belle moité du genre humain,” the Lampion called
the women at Bonne-Nouvelle “un sexe bien laid.”214 Similarly, the Pamphlet poked fun at the
women and their meeting space, by introducing the Bonne-Nouvelle location as a somber cave,
where one could buy a snuff box, large round glasses and those materials needed to tend to a
moustache.215 The Cancans de la semaine dug a bit deeper, claiming that the “club des femmes”
was the accession of bluestocking politics, inaugurated by femmes libres and vésuviennes, and full
of a variety of women who wished to participate in the legislative process. 216 By connecting the
Société de la voix des femmes with the femmes libres and vésuviennes, the Cancans de la semaine
associated the respectable society with the Saint Simonians and the furies, two groups that the Voix
des femmes worked hard to separate themselves from in March and April. In addition, by using
the term “club des femmes,” the newspaper removed the respectability associated with the word
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“society.”217 While this article had a lot to unpack, subsequent articles were further coated with the
problems of divorce and household duties.
The day before the first meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes, the Charivari wrote
an article which hypothesized that the society women would be irrational and domineering. It
joked that these women would advocate divorce to free up eligible bachelors for homely
bachelorettes and widows, and that these undesirable women would make a set of rules to ensure
that all members of the society had a chance at marriage. First, married women would be invited
to drop off their “privileges” (husbands) at the office of the Voix des femmes as donations. Second,
marriages would only be allowed to last one year and one day, so that all women would have a
chance of marriage. Finally, the group would remove the unfair “privileges” of attractive members
by abolishing long hair and determining an acceptable hair and eye colour that members had to
have. Suitable hair and eye colours would change annually, and women would have one month to
make appropriate changes.218
A month later, the Charivari released a caricature to illustrate the article.

Released 17

June 1848, this caricature took place inside the box office of the Voix des femmes and showed how
women would distribute donated husbands to single women. Situated beside umbrella four
hundred nineteen, a husband with the number four hundred nineteen looks solemn and stands alert.
In the window of the office, a long line of women wait in line to be assigned to husbands, and the
woman who is to purchase this man and an umbrella for “four sous” looks angelic. In contrast,
the women in charge of the enterprise looks like an old witch, who takes pride in objectifying men
into paid commodities (Figure 3).219 This caricature makes fun of the concept of divorce, and the
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women who begged for its return. The angelic woman who is to buy husband number four hundred
nineteen is depicted like an angel, because she is to free him from the domineering witches of the
“Club des femmes.” It also shows how little thought would go into choosing spouses if the divorce
law passed.

Couples would no longer marry for love, and spouses would become just as

dispensable as inanimate objects.
Men also used the most popular form of entertainment to make fun of the Société de la
voix des femmes: vaudeville. Since the meetings of the Société de la voix des femmes were
already a piece of entertainment for many of their audience members, and since they advocated
concepts that terrified men, it is not surprising that two of the most successful vaudevilles in the
month of June made fun of the society. The most popular vaudeville about the Société de la voix
des femmes was M. Montigny’s Club des femmes, which was presented almost daily in the month
of June and at least twice in the month of August.220 From reviews of the Club des femmes in the
popular press, it appears that Montigny changed the script often to accommodate events from each
meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes.221 MM. Dartois and Rochefort’s Les Volcaniennes
de Saint-Malo also played every day in June. According to the Charivari, the vaudeville was about
an all-women’s club founded in Saint-Malo, that repents after treating their husbands with
disrespect and demanding the change of gender roles. 222
Just as popular as these vaudevilles were comedies. Since comedies were a lighter form of
entertainment, they often had a lighter opinion on the club movement. Nevertheless, like pieces
of vaudeville, comedies played on societal problems of every day life. For example, MM.
Clairville and Jules Cordier’s comedy Le Club des maris et le club des femmes and M. Méry’s the
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Vrai club des femmes were both about groups of women who formed clubs so that they could
spend more time with their husbands.223 Méry’s Vrai club des femmes also offers an explanation as
to why men were so afraid of women participating in the club movement. After the male characters
of the comedy heard about the opening of a women’s club, they conversed about the anxieties that
they had about women entering the club movement. Léonard confessed that he was terrified of
not knowing where his wife was on the dangerous streets of Paris, of the consequences of the club
movement on their family, and of the chaos that would result from two hundred women trying to
talk over one another.224 Even more revealing, M. D’Orbe, Roger and Vermont lamented that they
did not have the time to respond to women’s issues in 1848, because they were already stretched
thin. They had to work until midnight each day to respond to the many grievances of the Second
Republic, provide service in the National Guard, and help to make courses to educate the masses.225
These lamentations of the men in the Vrai Club des Femmes show that many men did not have the
time to solve women’s issues or to worry about the disorder that they would bring if they entered
into politics. The men responsible for legislating Liberty, Equality and Fraternity struggled to
meet the demands of Parisians in 1848, whether they had to create the National Workshops in 1848
or save the economy from economic recession. And the men who did not have to solve the nation’s
problems had to worry about providing for their families and serving in the National Guard. In
these troubled times, both of these groups needed a strong family to come home to for comfort and
support.
The Société de la voix des femmes did not just sit back and allow men to make fun of their
efforts. Instead they responded with confidence and wit. Eight days after men invaded the Société
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de la voix des femmes on 3 June, Eugénie Niboyet wrote a personalized message in the Voix des
femmes. She disclosed that the society had used the right to public assembly with “prudence and
moderation,” and that their mission had been honourable and legal. The only issue was that they
were met with the most “savage” and “brutal” of opposition and could not conduct good
conversation over such ridicule and laughter. She saw this criticism as proof that the women’s
movement was succeeding. She hypothesized that men did not want to listen to the Voix des
femmes, because they had “begun to fear [them], and it was easier to oppress [them] than to make
justice.” She then promised that women were patient, and “there would be a day when [men’s]
conscious [would] cry.”226 Niboyet published another such address when the 6 June meeting ended
in the eviction of the society from the Bazar de Bonne Nouvelle. In this article, she acknowledged
that the “club des femmes” was the new intrigue, and that new things were often ridiculed. 227
These addresses show the confidence that society women were able to maintain, despite
drastic criticism and repression. It also shows how women were able to fight the revolution by
staying united and persevering through this criticism. When the Liberté wrote an article against
the “Club des femmes,” the Voix des femmes responded astutely. They said that the Liberté could
not write truthfully about their society meetings, because they had never actually attended a
meeting. They then assured their opposition that despite these travesties, women would continue
to unite in the Société de la voix des femmes, as their passion for bettering the moral and material
state of their sisters was stronger than their opposition. 228 Still, the reputation of the Société de la
voix des femmes was damaged after a few too many of their meetings ended in chaos, and after
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they openly supported divorce. Critics argued that these women did not just challenge societal
order, they brought disorder to the streets and poisoned their disciples in the process.
After women were forbidden from participating in the club movement, 28 July 1848, men
celebrated with keepsakes and caricatures. 229 The most curious way that men poked fun at the
Société de la voix des femmes after July was through four satirical keepsakes. A coin was released
the day after women were prohibited from participating in the club movement.230 On one side of
the coin there were three crossbones and an indication that this coin was for Eugénie Niboyet’s
Voix des femmes. On the back was the inscription “Le pauvre femmes, le concile de Macon, d’ont
donc ame ni capacité politique, les exclus de paradis, Adieu mes amours” (Figure 4).231 French
numismatist Félicien de Saulcy believed that this coin was made by the Lampions to belittle the
group.232 This would make sense, as the Société de la voix des femmes did not show defeat after
they were excluded from the club movement, they fought back rigorously. Therefore, this coin
was more a trophy for the men who believed they successfully banished women to the private
sphere, and a collectable to remember the entertainment that the meetings of the Société de la voix
des femmes provided for men throughout the revolution. 233
Along with producing satirical coins to celebrate the end of the Société de la voix des
femmes, the Charivari released yet another caricature series, “the Divorceuses.” While these
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caricatures were meant to ridicule and work through debates surrounding divorce, some
specifically portray the women of the Société de la voix des femmes as homely and irrational. The
first caricature, released 4 August 1848, depicted the Société de la voix des femmes when they
heard that the divorce law was going to be withdrawn. Speaking to a room full of nondescript
women, an ugly, middle-aged woman leans on a podium in a crazed state, stating that the nation
was in danger, because the divorce law was going to be refused. Beside her, the central committee,
depicted as pudgy and homely women, look panicked and their bodies and arms are positioned in
such a way that the caricature shows chaos (Figure 5).234
The second caricature of the series that seemingly depicts the society is the one published
on 12 October 1848. In this caricature, four tired-looking women gather around a kitchen table
and toast to the emancipation of women. While three of them stand with crazed faces to clink
glasses, one sits in her chair and looks as though she will pass out at any point (Figure 6).235 These
caricatures show how women lost their faculties during the revolution, sometimes to the point
where they became blinded by their radical ideas. Women, the half of the population responsible
for maintaining the family, would not advocate the abolition of the family when they were in their
right senses. It also shows how some became so crazed that they lost their faculties altogether and
could not make their own decisions. They were then left to the guidance and protection of their
radical sisters, but their radical sisters were in no better state to make decisions or to offer them
protection. These women needed men to protect and guide them through the public sphere. The
fact that men continued to critique the society after they were disbanded shows how much the
Société de la voix des femmes impacted society in 1848. In October 1848, the Charivari wrote
that the “club des femmes had exerted a legitimate and fertile influence on public order,” and that
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they were overjoyed that the society was dissolved.236 Like the caricatures, pieces of vaudeville
and coins, there was some truth to this jest.

The Repressive Months: July to December 1848
After the radical shift of female writers and society members in May and June and the
bloody June Revolution, the government released the club’s decree, 28 July 1848, which banned
women from participating in the club movement. This decree further transformed women into
minors, and begun a period of repression that strove to banish women to the private sphere. 237
However, the women of 1848 were resilient. They continued to advocate women’s rights through
mutual aid societies and banquets, even though criticism of their actions only grew from July to
December.238
Mutual aid societies were the easiest way for women to continue the women’s movement
after 28 July 1848, and often functioned in a similar manner to clubs. Société de la voix des
femmes members Jeanne Deroin, Jeanne-Marie Monniot, Yvon Villarceau, Elisa Lemonnier, and
Célestine Laporte were all members of the Union fraternelle des travailleuses, which formed in
July 1848 and assured trade-specific work to ouvrières. While this association functioned like
other mutual aid societies and collected money for those suffering from unemployment, sickness
and infirmity, it also wished to solve female-related issues in the workplace. It wanted to construct
a nursery beside each atelier, and to have at least one doctor, surgeon and midwife on call for its
members. 239 The group dictated that it would have a central committee of twenty-one members,
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and that it would hold a general meeting for its members once a year in May. Minutes from these
meetings were to be published in the Gazette Tribunaux, and a full list of its membership was to
be published in the Amis de Travail.240
The Union fraternelle des travailleuses gave women the opportunity to associate and to
better the lives of women. Jeanne Deroin’s Société d’éducation mutuelle des femmes, which
formed in August 1848, was more complex. In the society’s mission statement, found in the
Opinion des Femmes, the society indicated that their goals were to form centres of education for
women, to form industrial associations, and to unite women so that they could achieve rights. 241 It
also stated that they would attempt to raise enough money so that professors could teach women
for free, and that the society would publish a course and a series of journals and pamphlets. 242 The
only pamphlet that the society published outside of the Opinion des femmes was Jeanne Deroin’s
“course” for women.

This “course” was actually a pamphlet that advocated women’s

emancipation. While it encouraged women to lean on men for their emancipation, it directly stated
that society’s natural order broke when “man made his companion a slave despite her devotion to
the family and industry,” and encouraged women to break from these chains. 243
Another way that women defied the club’s decree was through participating in the banquet
movement of the fall and winter. Before 1848, Parisians and members of the opposition party
overcame the ban against public association by hosting banquets. 244 Men and women followed
suit when the government begun to put laws on the right to associate in the month of June, and
then gave the city to General Cavaignac 24 June 1848. The banquet movement that begun in June
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increased in intensity during the fall and winter months of 1848. These banquets often included a
meal, singing, collections for charity and toasts to specific people and causes. It was during toasts
that women had the opportunity to participate in the club movement, and to advocate women’s
rights.
Unlike the club movement, women were admitted into a number of banquets organized by
men. For example, women attended the Abbe Châtel’s Banquet religieux et social which took
place at the barrière de Sèvres. The minutes of the banquet provided by the Constitutionnel
focused on the toasts of Marie-Noémi Constant, and a Mme. Come. Constant’s toast was
surprisingly benign, calling for the amnesty of those men at Vincennes and those women at SaintLazare. In contrast, Mme Come’s toast was radical. 245 She toasted to politician Charles Lagrange,
who she claimed, was doing everything that he could to achieve amnesty for those insurgents
imprisoned for their participation in the June Days. She warned that if the government did not
grant Lagrange’s wishes, the people would once again revolt against the Second Republic.246 In
this toast, Come went against the moderate foundation of the Voix des femmes and resembled the
militant insurgents of the June revolution.
Women also held two women’s banquets called the banquets des femmes démocrates
socialistes.247 These banquets were both very similar and very different from the meetings of the
Société de la voix des femmes. The first banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes took place at
11am on 19 November in the salon de la Gaieté on 12, Chaussée du Maine, and approximately
twelve hundred men and women attended. Men wore red wool armbands and women wore satin
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dresses, hats with flowers and pink silk scarves.248 Tickets were the same price for men and women,
and the banquet committee had an equal number of men and women. 249 Désirée Gay made a toast
to the political union between men and women and stated that the rights of women were in
everybody’s interest, “because women would take those rights which were refused to them with
cunning stratagem.”250 By making a toast to the equality of the sexes, Gay employed the moderate
values of the Voix des femmes, which often won the group support. However, by saying that
women would take their rights by force, she also resurfaced the radical rhetoric of the female
writers of 1848.251
On Christmas day, the second banquet for the femmes démocrates socialistes took place at
the salle Valentino. It was almost identical to the first banquet, although the toasts were a bit more
complex. Amongst toasts honouring the Republic and universal liberty, there were several toasts
dedicated to Christmas and Christ. After a long monologue about Christ that made references to
the first revolution, Felix Lambe toasted to Christ, Citoyenne Brasier toasted to Christmas, and
Jeanne-Marie Bourgeois toasted to Christian and socialist women. 252 There were also a few radical
toasts by women about women’s rights. One of these toasts by an anonymous woman warned that
women were not astonished by demonstrations, they were delighted by them. Less radical but
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equally strong, Marie d’Espilly toasted to freedom of thought, because it reminded women of her
value, her political independence, and how she could lead society to the truth. 253
Before the banquets for femmes démocrates socialistes took place, the popular press had
fun anticipating who was behind them and what their true purpose was in Parisian society.
Naturally, the press incorporated general stereotypes and antagonisms with specific women into
their articles. Le Charivari joked that the only man who would be admitted to the first banquet
des femmes démocrates socialistes would be Pierre Leroux, although they anticipated that
questionable women such as George Sand, Daniel Stern and the Vicomte de Lauray would make
an appearance. The same article joked that the group would drink the bluest of wines available,
and that the most masculine of women would abolish skirts, men, thread and needles. 254 This article
was loaded in references to bas-bleus. George Sand, Daniel Stern and the Vicomte de Lauray were
all aristocratic women who wrote under male pseudonyms, and the reference to women drinking
the bluest of wines was a reference to their bas-bleu status. Correspondingly, the article indicated
that these bas-bleus were going to be masculine and radical like the divorceuses of the Société de
la voix des femmes. By only inviting Leroux and abolishing “skirts, men, thread and needles,” the
article joked that these women were going to cut off ties with men and their old feminine duties.
A few days after the first banquet took place, articles started to emerge that questioned why
Eugénie Niboyet did not make an appearance. The Charivari wrote that thousands of women were
calling her name, but that she had abandoned her girls.255 The Journal pour rire joked that Niboyet
would never receive another fifty centimes from the citizens of Paris, and that young women would
no longer toast to her health with their blue wine. Her club had been replaced by the banquet, and
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all Parisians paid the same fee for their admittance.256 Like the keepsakes released to celebrate the
end of the Société de la voix des femmes, these articles celebrated the defeat of Niboyet, who was
responsible for the radical ideas that the Voix des femmes spread to women throughout the city.
Along with using the banquet movement to masculinize and belittle the society women of
1848, the Journal pour rire and the Charivari reported on the radical nature of the banquet’s
attendees. Like the caricatures of the Voix des femmes and the Société de la voix des femmes
released in the spring and summer of 1848, a primary concern of these newspapers was that
women’s entry into the public sphere would make them masculine and that they would forget about
their feminine duties. This can be seen in a set of caricatures released by the Journal pour rire
that depicted banquet women. In one of these caricatures, a husband and a wife stand side by side.
The husband looks at his wife in anger as he holds a squealing baby by its derriere and appears to
be in pajamas and an overcoat. In contrast, his wife is unaffected by the baby or her husband’s
anger, as she smokes a cigar in her banquet gown (Figure 7).257 This caricature shows the
transformation of an every day working-class woman into a masculine bas-bleu who attends
banquets. In place of staying home with her child, this woman chooses to talk about politics, and
in place of devoting herself to her children, this woman appears to have forgotten that she even
has one.
Following the same fear but using the archetype and style of the divorceuses, the Charivari
released a caricature on 19 December 1848 titled the “Banquet fémino-socialiste.” As the title
implies, this caricature depicts a group of well-dressed women feasting at a banquet for women.
However, like Figures 1 and 2, which depicted the bas-bleus, and like Figure 6, which depicted
drunken divorceuses, this caricature shows the chaos that would ensue if women entered into the
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world of politics. While a pregnant woman toasts to the “abolition of family,” young children are
left to fend for themselves. A baby lies underneath the bench and appears to be eating off of a
plate, a toddler crawls onto the bench to join the ladies, and not one of the ladies at the table gives
either child any notice (Figure 8).258 In turn, this caricature shows that even if women remained
feminine on the outside, they would forget about their feminine duties if they entered into the
world of politics. It also shows that women in the public sphere would become radicalized while
drinking the poisonous wine of bas-bleu women, and support concepts as shattering as divorce.
In this way, the satires of the banquets for the femmes démocrates socialistes brought the
archetypes, fears, and incidences of the radical women of 1848 together. In 1849, Roger de
Beauvoir & Varin produced one last satire about the women of 1848, and it addressed the basbleus, the Société de la voix des femmes, and the banquets for the femmes démocrates socialistes.
Titled Les femmes saucialistes, this comedy is about an all-women’s banquet that is invaded by
men. Since men were forbidden from assisting in the preparations for the banquet, and since a
young adolescent, Armand, wanted to see his crush, Jonquille, he decided to invade the banquet
disguised as Etienne Cabet. To help him with his invasion, his best friend’s girlfriend, Ponette
attended as the countess of Lansquenet, a legendary guest that the banquet women were overjoyed
to meet.259 However, since one of the purposes of the banquet was to make a new code for women
and to discuss divorce, their benign invasion of the banquet turned into a real threat, when a mob
of angry husbands invaded the banquet in order to prevent the radicalization of their wives. The
women ended up needing to build a barricade, and the Gardien of Paris was called to avenge the
women. 260
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This play evidently makes fun of the invasion of the Société de la voix des femmes on 3
June. The play also makes fun of the main women in the women’s movement. The “club des
femmes libres” that organizes the banquet is presided by Mme Giboyet, a play on Niboyet, and
this president is portrayed just as Eugénie Niboyet was portrayed in the press throughout 1848.
Giboyet comes across as a narcissistic and radical old woman who is against marriage. When a
Mme Nénuphur complains about how hard it is to be a wife and a mother, Giboyet offers her
condolences, and then the women celebrate that they are far from their husbands. 261 When the
group decide that the Countess of Lansquenet should be the president for the banquet, Giboyet
pouts like a child, because she is not in power.262 And when her son saves the club from the wrath
of their husbands, she disowns him, stating that she cannot love him, because he is too much like
his father.263 The other archetypes and women of 1848 do not get as much attention, although there
are several references.

Ponette, the girlfriend who disguises herself as the Countess from

Lansquenet, is meant to represent the “vésuviennes,” as she is referred to as an amazon who trains
horses for a living and believes in gender equality. 264 Mme Consuelo is meant to be George Sand,
since she is introduced as a consultant and bulletin writer and offers the women some of her fine
cigars at the banquet.265 And Mmes Robinet and Cabison most likely represent Adèle Esquiros and
Marie-Noémi Constant when they say that they cannot introduce the banquet, because it is their
husbands who write all of their articles. 266
Together, the women in Les femmes saucialistes come across as irrational group of women
who are the very embodiment of bas-bleus and divorceuses. They are masculine, with their love
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for politics and smoking, they are militant, with their desire to make a new code for women, and
they have forgotten their feminine duties in pursuit of a public life and divorce. They are also
unnatural. It went against the laws of nature for a woman to disown her own son, or for a wife to
wish that he did not have to be with her husband. It was also abnormal for a woman to want to
talk about politics or to act vulgar. To the men that watched this transformation, it must have
seemed like these women had become drunk on the poisonous blue wine that Niboyet brought to
the streets of Paris in 1848, and that in their unpredictability, these women had become dangerous
to an already disastrous city.

Conclusion
Despite their intention to better the lives of women, the society women of 1848 were
depicted as irrational bas-bleu divorceuses from May 1848 to the end of the year. This shift was
directly correlated with the entrance of the Société de la voix des femmes into the public sphere
on 11 May, the preconceived notion that women were irrational, and the society’s association with
the Voix des femmes. Before the society even made divorce the main topic of their meetings, men
strove to belittle their actions, because the prominent women of the Voix des femmes were a part
of the central committee. This disparagement was intensified when the society challenged the
institution of the family at the same time that Crémieux was advocating the restoration of divorce
at the end of May. Angry husbands responded 3 June by invading the public meeting of the society,
which caused so much disorder that the meeting had to be evacuated by the police. This event
affirmed that the poisonous ideas of the women of 1848 did not just challenge the position of men,
they brought actual disorder to the streets of Paris. The vilification and belittlement of the society
that continued even after they were excluded from the club movement, 28 July 1848, shows just
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how substantially the society women penetrated the minds of men in 1848. The manner in which
the Société de la voix des femmes responded to their opposition, and the resourceful ways in which
they remained in the club movement after July also shows the resilience of women in 1848. Like
the processes of industrialization and urbanization, the women’s movement was irrevocable.
Together, these processes were destined to turn the world-upside-down for good.
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The Insurgents
“Malgré la faiblesse de leurs membres, elles sont condamnées aux travaux le plus durs ; elles
travaillent, travaillent toujours, en malade, en grossesse, sans paix ni trêve ni distraction, et plus
elles travaillent plus, elles voient avilir le prix de leur travail ; si bien que peu, très peu d’entre
elles peuvent vivre de leur labeur. Elles qui se laissent de se prostituer au travail se prostituent à
la débauche et regrettent bientôt leur premier martyr.” -Le Tocsin des travailleurs267
“The damages caused by the late revolution are evident everywhere. The paving stones are laid
loosely at the street corners and not pounded down. Wrecked bread wagons and overturned
buses show where the most important barricades were…The guardhouse—the Château d’eau—
in which the guards burned to death, lies in smoke-blackened ruins…”-Fanny Lewald268
Introduction
Historians have remarked that the female insurgents of the June Revolution of 1848 were
depicted differently than they were in 1789, 1830 and the February revolution of 1848. In previous
revolutions, women represented the Republic that men and women strove to achieve, and were
glorified when they fought as bravely as men on the barricades. Republicans from the upper and
middling classes knew that these women would only defy societal norms for a few days, and often
compared these women to the fifteenth century heroines Joan of Arc and Jeanne Hachette. 269 In
contrast, historians David Barry and Janis Bergman-Carton have argued that the insurgents of June
1848 were depicted as a “threat to property and social order” and a “procreator of societal chaos”
in criminal records, histories of the revolution and newspaper articles. 270 Jann Matlock has added
to these statements by stating that even the representation of “Liberty” or “Marianne” was shattered
after June 1848.

The once feminine, devout woman who represented liberty, equality and

fraternity became a prostitute who encouraged violence. 271
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In part, this shift in how female insurgents were portrayed is not surprising. Since the
female insurgents of 1789, 1830 and February 1848 fought for a Republic, it makes sense that
republicans idealized them, even if they defied notions of femininity while they fought. On the
other hand, the female insurgents of June 1848 fought against the Second Republic. Moreover,
since the insurgents of the June Revolution were generalized as the working-classes, these women
represented everything that the upper and middling classes despised about the “dangerous classes,”
and the radicalism that prevented the Republic from succeeding. Historians such as Sean M.
Quinlain have argued that after seeing the excesses and radicalism of the working-classes in June
1848, the upper and middling classes did not think that society could be saved through
revolution.272 However, since women made up less than one percent of the individuals arrested for
their participation in the June Revolution, it is surprising that women came to represent societal
chaos.273 I argue that the vilification of the female insurgent of 1848 was directly correlated with
the vilification of working-class women in the nineteenth century, and with the vilification of
female writers and society members in May and June 1848.

The Vilification of Women Prior to June 1848
In mid-nineteenth century Paris, the upper and middling classes saw working-class women
as dangerous to the morality of the city. Statistical studies of public hygienists from the 1820s to
1848 had shown them that infanticide, alcoholism, prostitution and radical thought were popular
amongst the working-classes, and the social elite was determined to correct these societal
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ailments.274 Since prostitutes had the ability to spread their immorality and venereal disease to
members of the higher classes, and since they were believed to engage in theft, authorities were
determined to conquer prostitution.275 However, they soon found that it was difficult to determine
which working-class women were prostitutes, as some women only prostituted themselves
occasionally, and many prostitutes refused to register with the police.276 They also realized that all
working-class women were exposed to the immorality of the public sphere, as waged-labour and
household chores brought them to the streets each day. As a result, the upper and middling classes
begun to see all working-class women as immoral prostitutes. Judith Degroat has argued that even
the seamstress or couturière, who “sweated” in her attic, became synonymous with the fille isolée,
a registered prostitute that worked outside of legally sanctioned prostitution houses. Since nobody
could track how many hours the seamstress worked nor how many pieces she could make per hour,
they could not prove that she did not earn some of her money through prostitution. 277
Since the upper and middling classes saw all working-class women as prostitutes, and since
working-class women “refused” to adhere to the separate spheres conception, the lens of the upper
and middling classes was skewed during the February and June revolutions. When they saw
working-class women fighting on the streets, they did not see heroines, they saw the
physiognomies of uncontrollable prostitutes. This already distorted perception of working-class
women was intensified in June when these “uncontrollable prostitutes” fought against the Second
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Republic in the June Revolution, and when many of these women defied gendered norms on the
barricades.278
The female writers and society members of 1848 also distorted how the upper and middling
classes saw the female insurgents of the June revolution. From late April to 18 June, the female
writers of 1848 radicalized and asked for demands as drastic as the emancipation of women, the
entrance of women into politics and divorce. These demands defied the separate spheres ideology
that the upper and middling classes strove to bring into fruition and played on anxieties that all
members of society had about patriarchal order and the family. 279 Similarly, from 11 May to 18
June, the Société de la voix des femmes brought these demands to the public sphere and had an
explosive effect on societal order. Mischievous men who strove to belittle their efforts and anxious
husbands afraid of divorce attempted to sabotage their public meetings. This sabotage culminated
on 3 June when a group of husbands invaded the society’s meeting and the police were called to
evacuate spectators.280 Since both groups were vilified in the popular press as bas-bleus and
divorceuses, they most definitely impacted how the upper and middling classes saw the women of
1848 during the June Days.

The Radicalized Female Insurgent
The new problematic female insurgent of 1848 appeared as early as the second day of the
February revolution. On 23 February, Lieutenant of the Municipal Guard Joseph Jules Dupomey
reported that on the Rue St. Denis, women stood in the front ranks of the insurgents, so that the
mobile guard could not shoot at their husbands. However, their husbands willingly shot at the
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guard, and the guard questioned whether the rules of war had changed. 281 This event made
bourgeois and aristocratic men suspicious of women for the rest of the revolution, because they
could no longer be considered weak and innocent civilians that needed protection from their
husbands. This suspicion was further affirmed during the June Days when women transgressed
the sanctity of the private sphere. Women held babies over the barricades to prevent fire, poisoned
bandages destined for the mobile guard, and brought cartridges to insurgents in ersatz pregnant
bellies and loaves of bread. 282 By 25 June, the mobile guard decided to check all women who
looked suspicious, and it was affirmed that the female insurgents of 1848 were just as sneaky as a
prostitute.283
This perception of women resonates in the criminal records, accounts of insurgency, and
newspaper articles, which Jill Harsin argues, were full of “stories of ‘viragos,’ of women who took
on, in perverted form, the masculine violence of the defeated men of Paris.” 284 This “perverted”
and “masculine” violence took the form of threats, destruction of property and a violent urge to
kill members of the mobile guard. Consider a few examples of women arrested during the
revolution. Victualler Debureau of the rue de la Montagne Sainte-Geneviève apparently stood
sentry alone on the barricade of her street, pistol in hand, while a heavy thunderstorm fell down
23 June. Rather than see her as a noble sentry, further details reveal her as a harridan who
threatened to blow her husband’s brains out if he did not join in the insurgency. 285 On 25 June, an
all-women’s band captured the mayor’s office of the eighth arrondissement, and one of the leaders,
twenty-three year old prostitute, Marie Leroy, returned from the capture with two sabres and stated
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that soon insurgents would be “able to pillage upon leisure.” 286 Even more destructive, nineteen
year old prostitute, Louise Lucas, was arrested while in the process of burning down the Caserne
de Reuilly, and women from the Faubourg Saint-Marcel were accused of pouring boiling oil on
troops.287
These women, no doubt, inspired anxieties among the “polite” elite, who envisioned
women to be dependent, feminine and compassionate. When Debureau took on the man’s role as
protector of society and when she gave him orders instead of obeying, she defied the bourgeois
notion of women in mid-nineteenth century Paris. When Leroy, Lucas and the women from the
Faubourg Saint-Marcel destroyed public property, they became a violent form of women that only
the “dangerous classes” could produce. This being said, these accounts of female insurgency
during the June revolution must be read with a grain of salt, as some of them would have been
intensified by the bourgeois disgust for the working-classes and the insurgents themselves.
Debureau’s record, for example, is almost too story-like. Her bravery to act as a sentry was made
even stronger by the thunderstorm that she withstood, and although the Montagne SainteGeneviève was a place in Paris, Sainte-Geneviève was another name for the sword-bearing heroine
Jeanne Hachette. It is likely that Debureau or witnesses of her insurgency strove to make her into
a martyr.
This attempt to achieve martyrdom during the June revolution was not unknown. During
her trial on 27 March 1849, the military tribunal accused forty-nine-year-old varnisher, Simone
Leblanc, of wanting to become a martyr. One of the most famous “viragos” of the June revolution,
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Leblanc was found on 26 June while in the process of striking a Guard member with a kitchen
knife. This scene, more violent than empty threats and the destruction of property, was further
aggravated when she confessed that she had been drinking and that she had beheaded eight mobile
guards with that same knife. 288 Her reference to drinking proved that she was a member of the
dangerous classes, prone to excess and alcoholism. Her strong hatred for the mobile guard proved
that the dangerous classes were opponents to progress and revolution.
On 27 July 1848, the Charivari, published a caricature of June insurgents on the streets of
Paris. In this caricature, five male insurgents and one masculine-faced female insurgent huddle in
a circle on a cobblestone street. While one would assume that this woman was a trusted ally of
the group, she holds her knife behind her back, indicating that she belonged to the other side
(Figure 9).289 This caricature shows the new deceitful female insurgent of 1848, who made her
first appearance in February, and her full transformation in June. While this female insurgent
would have been admired in 1789 and 1830 for her bravery and dedication to the Republic, she
became a threat to public order in the June Revolution of 1848, because she turned her sword
against the Republic. The act of a working-class woman using violence against the Republic
inspired bourgeois anxieties about the immorality, unpredictability and uncontrollable nature of
the new “dangerous classes,” and the refusal of working-class women to adhere to the separate
spheres ideal.
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Representing Liberty, Representing Prostitutes
The most curious way that women participated in the revolutions of 1789, 1830 and 1848
was through representing “Liberty” and “revolution.” Since women’s femininity represented
purity and the home, and since women had a sexual appeal to the opposite sex, women held
standards on the barricades or posed as statues of “Liberty” to encourage male insurgents to fight.
Maurice Agulhon has argued that these women became “live allegories” of the world that men
wished to achieve through revolution and of what they sought to protect.290 While the women who
participated in the revolution of 1848 remained pure and admired by working-class insurgents,
Jann Matlock has argued that they were seen as prostitutes to the upper and middling classes.291
Women have been portrayed as leading a mass group of people since 1789. On 5 October
1789, a thirty-year-old woman, led a couple thousand insurgents to the palace of Versailles to
response to Louis XVI’s refusal to reform. Although she was armed with a saber, witnesses
claimed that she was honest and well-dressed. 292 This is affirmed in pictures of the “March to
Versailles,” where the women are fully clothed and respectable. In 1830, Eugène Delacroix
depicted a similar incident in his famous painting, Liberty Leading the People. Based on the
working-class insurgent Marie Deschamps, this painting depicts a woman with a French flag in
one arm and a gun in the other.293 As she leads a group of men over a barricade, her dress falls so
that her breasts are bare, and a man on his hands and knees looks up to her as though she is a
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goddess. Although there is nudity in this picture, it is minimal, and this woman still looks
honorable and brave. 294
In contrast, in his history of the revolution of 1848, Maxime Ducamp wrote of a very
different woman who led a group of fifty insurgents to the Palais-Royal on 24 Februrary 1848
while carrying a butcher’s knife. Wearing only a petticoat and a shirt, he wrote that her long brown
hair fell to her ribs, that one stocking had fallen to her ankle and that almost her entire chest,
shoulders and arms were bare. He also articulated that a group of men attempted to catch her
attention, but that she did not notice their advances.295 Jann Matlock has hypothesized that this
story of liberty represents a sexualized form of liberty, because this woman represented the
Republic that insurgents sought to create but could not grasp. However, she stresses that this
woman also represented the real female insurgents who physically fought in the revolution, as seen
by the fact that this woman carries a butcher’s knife instead of a saber.296 More likely, this account
demonstrates how the upper and middling classes saw working-class insurgent women. Although
I agree with Matlock that sexualization of women was essential to showing that women were
feminine and desired, the woman in Ducamp’s account is almost naked. Moreover, the stocking
that slowly falls to the ground seems to be an open invitation for men to have their way with her.
Other representations of “Liberty” prove that there was an alteration in how the upper and
middling classes saw working-class women in 1848. In her history of the revolution, Marie
d'Agoult, who wrote under the pseudonym Daniel Stern, wrote that during the invasion of the
Tuileries palace on 24 February, a “fille de joie” stood in the entrance hall of the palace as a statue
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of liberty. With a pike in one hand, this woman apparently stood immobile for hours and did not
even move her eyes. 297 Daniel Stern felt remorse for this woman and saw the statue as a “brief
moment of victory” for working-class women.298 While she might have inspired Stern, historians
Roger Bellet, Laura Schor and Jann Matlock have argued that this woman was frightening to men
like Gustave Flaubert. While other women followed gendered stereotypes, and played with the
queen’s clothing, makeup and perfume, this woman remained emotionless and did not show any
desire to participate in the festivities of the day. 299 In turn, this statue of liberty defined how the
upper and middling classes saw the working-classes. Stern’s indication that the women was a
prostitute shows that they saw all women as prostitutes, and Flaubert’s fear of her motives, show
that they saw working-class women as unpredictable.
While women who fought against the Second Republic were portrayed as prostitutes who
defied societal order, Laura O’Brien argues that working-women who fought with the Republic
were idealized as they were in 1789 and 1830. In her “Cette Nouvelle Transformation du Gamin
de Paris,” O’Brien shows how the vivandière or canteen keeper of the mobile guard was idealized
by the Second Republic when eighteen-year-old Victorine Charlemagne claimed a barricade on
the rue des Noyers for the National Guard during the June Days. This act of devotion made
Charlemagne into a heroine, because she withstood a fire of bullets to get to the barricade and used
her sword to claim the flag of the standard bearer. She did this while the National Guard was too
afraid to make a move, and showed that working-class women could be moderate, rational and
devoted to the Republic. 300 For this act, Charlemagne was awarded a cross from the Légion
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d’Honneur, and a myriad of songs and poems in the press. However, as O’Brien remarks, this
honourable act did not save Charlemagne from the sexualization of “Liberty.” While presenting
her with her cross, General Lamoncière apparently “gazed” at her “long lashes,” “ample chest,”
and “hourglass figure.”301 While O’Brien argues that Charlemagne was sexualized because she
represented “republican femininity,” is clear that the vivandière did not completely change the
generalization that all working-class women were prostitutes and unpredictable. This can be seen
in the satirical press.
The Vivandière was an odd archetype to appear during the revolution, because she was
both a hero and a sexualized villain. The Charivari joked that the Vivandière appeared on 24
February, and that nobody knew where she had come from nor where she would go. However,
they noted that you could not walk for five minutes in Paris without seeing one. 302 In the same
article, Charivari depicted the Vivandière as a dualistic character that could be both the perfect
example of femininity and a gruesome soldier. The Charivari wrote that the Vivandière was the
pride of the National Guard battalions. She could sing silly songs, dance gracefully, dress
elegantly, and she had the most beautiful and bright white teeth. Nevertheless, there was a sketchy
dualistic quality to her, as she could transform from a sister of charity to a battle loving soldier
intoxicated by the smell of powder. She could also smoke without spitting, and gulp down a glass
of wine without coughing.303 Like the female insurgent of 1848, the Vivandière was not the ideal
example of “republican femininity” to the upper and middling classes, because she still had an
unpredictable and masculine nature about her.
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This dualistic nature of the Vivandiere is portrayed in a caricature released 21 September
1848, and it is incredibly similar to the caricature of the female insurgent released 27 July 1848.
In this caricature, two pretty and well-dressed Vivandières fight each other with sabers, while their
general tries to pull them apart. The only physical quality that hints at their violent nature is that
they have tiny moustaches (Figure 10).304 Like the caricature of insurgents, this caricature shows
how little trust men had in women. The February and June insurrections had taught them that
women were dangerous in this new “modern” era of history, and that they could turn from feminine
and gentle women to violent and masculine prostitutes within a millisecond. In a way, it also asks
the reader to consider how powerful Charlemagne would have been if she had chosen to turn on
the National Guard during the June days. If she could claim a barricade with her sword when an
entire regiment of the National Guard could not, she may well have been capable of cutting off the
heads of eight mobile guards like Simone Leblanc.

The Vésuviennes
Throughout 1848, a group of women known as the “Vésuviennes” were depicted in the
popular press as a group of military women who wanted the abolition of gendered roles. Loosely
based off a mutual aid society who called themselves the Vésuviennes, this trope of women was
vilified as the catalyst for the feminist movement of 1848. 305 Laura Schor and Bergman-Carton
have argued that the “Vésuviennes” of the popular press were used to distract the masses from
their failed revolution and the radical turn of women in May and June. Janis Bergman-Carton has
also argued that this trope was a direct response to the insurgent intrigue of 1848. 306 I argue that
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the “Vésuviennes” represented the female writers, society members and insurgents of 1848, and
that the caricatures of this trope reflected the anxieties that men and the upper and middling classes
had with industrializing Paris and the women’s problem in 1848.
Very little is known about the Vésuviennes mutual aid society. In the first couple weeks
of March, Daniel Borme released a poster that invited unmarried women between the ages of
fifteen and thirty to register in a legion called the Vésuviennes. Since he did not specify what these
women would be doing, and since he was the creator of a weapon that enabled “two thousand
women to battle against fifty thousand men,” a level of intrigue developed about the group. 307 The
only public appearance that the group made was on 26 March 1848, when they met at the Place
Vendôme and then headed to the Hôtel-de-Ville to ask for the protection and support of the
provisional government. The Voix des femmes wrote that the Vésuviennes were a mutual aid
society stationed in Belleville, who strove to protect their members from the destitution of
poverty.308 The newspaper also remarked that the women were well-dressed and decently
composed at the demonstration. 309
The Vésuviennes did not make their next appearance until the summer of 1848, when they
released their constitution. Historians have argued over the true author of this constitution. Laura
Schor has hypothesized that the constitution was written by the Vésuviennes mutual aid society,
and that Voix des femmes members Adèle Esquiros and Marie-Noémi Constant and delegates for
the Luxembourg Commission Angeline Pignot and Julia Hérnal were its authors.310 Joan W. Scott
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has urged historians to be critical about the author of the constitution, as a letter that Jeanne Deroin
sent to Théodore Stanton states that the constitution was a fabrication of the police. 311 It is
challenging to completely agree with either historian. The Voix des femmes reported about the
mutual aid society’s honourable existence in March, and only half of the articles in the constitution
reflect the “Vésuviennes” of the press.312 For example, the Vésuviennes of this constitution firmly
believed in permanent marriages built from equal unions of affection and interest. 313 This would
defy the “Vésuviennes” of the press, who wanted the abolition of the family. However, the
constitution did support the idea that the Vésuviennes were military women who wanted to abolish
gendered roles. To achieve equality of the sexes, the constitution stated that men and women
should dress in the same type of clothing, and that men and women should share their household
and military duties. The writer of the constitution figured that men would not ridicule women if
they knew how hard it was to complete household chores. They also believed that if all women
aged fifteen to twenty performed military service, they could finally do their part in making the
nation glorious and safe.314
Even if this constitution was the legitimate constitution of the mutual aid society, the
Vésuviennes, it cannot explain why the “Vésuviennes” of the press were depicted as military
women who wanted the abolition of gendered roles. Most of the caricatures of the “Vésuviennes”
were released before the summer of 1848. 315 There are also no unreported sightings of the mutual
aid society. The Charivari, the newspaper that released a caricature series on the group, wrote that
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one frequently heard about the Vésuviennes but never actually saw them. 316 Similarly, journalist
and historian Firmin Maillard warned that the Vésuviennes were often depicted with arms during
the revolution even though nobody ever saw them carrying weapons. 317 However, the caricatures
of the “Vésuviennes” did resemble a set of World-Turned-Upside-Down prints released in the
1830s. Like the caricatures that would appear of the “Vésuviennes” in May, these prints depicted
the reversal of gendered roles. Men awkwardly cared for their babies while military women
smoked pipes and rested muskets on their shoulders. 318 Even Borme’s poster calling for recruits
seemed to have borrowed from an 1832 World-Turned-Upside-Down song titled “Long Live
Love.” In this song, unmarried women between the ages of eighteen and thirty were encouraged
to form an infantry, cavalry, and elite companies called Venuses.319
Nevertheless, like Daumier’s 1848 depiction of the bas-bleu, there was a difference about
the caricatures of 1848. The “Vésuviennes” were always depicted as beautiful, and there was new
meaning to the World-Turned-Upside-Down tradition. The female working-class writers of 1848
had shown that women wanted to turn the world upside down for good, and the female workingclass society members and insurgents had proven that public women did not just symbolize social
disorder: they could overturn societal order.

Therefore, when Charles-Édouard de Beaumont

depicted the trope in his “Vésuviennes” series, there was meaning behind gender reversal,
especially by mid-May when the caricatures became more complex. 320
On 20 June 1848, the Charivari released a caricature, which showed the breakdown of
patriarchal order.

In this caricature a man in an oversized shirt holds out his pants to a
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“Vésuvienne” in uniform. The caption indicates that he wants her to sew the button onto his pants
or else he could not leave the house. She responds, “never again” (Figure 11).321 By refusing to
sew her husband’s button onto his pants, the “Vésuvienne” banishes him to the private sphere and
becomes the spouse who “wears the pants.” The husband’s long shirt is meant to resemble a dress,
because the man loses his masculinity and his dignity in this World-Turned-Upside-Down. 322 This
loss of dignity relates to the troubles that men had in industrializing Paris. Since many working
men had a difficult time navigating the workforce in industrializing Paris, they would have felt
shame when their wives went off to work.323 It also relates to the perceived women’s problem in
1848. The new “liberated” woman did not want to perform her household duties and she refused
to obey her husband. 324
The reversal of gender roles also meant that men could not protect women from the evils
of the public sphere. This theme was depicted in a caricature published 31 July 1848, where two
“Vésuviennes” care for a sister who appears to be ill. While the sick “Vésuvienne” lies in a bed
on her side, one of her protectors is positioned at the foot of her bed, and the other stands alert on
her bed. A corporal stands in the doorway and asks the sick “Vésuvienne” why she did not arrest
the perpetrator. She responds that she could not, as he attacked her from behind (Figure 12).325
Since the sick “Vésuvienne” lies on her side, and since the perpetrator “attacked her from behind,”
the caricaturist expects his readers to infer that the “Vésuvienne” had been raped while on duty.
This caricature shows two vivid fears that men felt for their wives, daughters and sisters. The most
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obvious is that they knew that their loved ones could not protect themselves from the dangers of
the public sphere. As even the Voix des femmes was willing to admit, men were inherently stronger
than women, and the natural protectors of society. Less obvious but related to gendered roles, this
caricature shows that those women who could protect themselves lacked compassion and thus
femininity.

While the two beautiful “Vésuviennes” take the time to care for the feminine

“Vésuvienne” who has been raped, the ugly and masculinized Corporal does not feel an inch of
compassion for her soldier.

The Corporal has lost her feminine qualities of weakness and

dependence, but she has also lost her natural qualities of compassion and devotion.
The loss of feminine qualities relates back to the fear that the bourgeoisie had about
“uncontrollable” and “unpredictable” women throughout the nineteenth century. However, the
real-life reality was far scarier than the example of the Corporal, because the Corporal was drawn
as a villain. Often the dangerous women of 1848 looked like the 1848 version of the bas-bleu or
the “Vésuvienne”: pretty and feminine.

This theme is evident in a series that the Journal pour

rire published on 29 April 1848 titled “les Vésuviennes et autres folies.” In a caricature of this
series titled “Eruption Vésuvienne,” a “Vésuvienne” beats an old man with a baton. However, in
place of being masculinized, the “Vésuvienne” remains pretty and put together (Figure 13).326 With
the caption “the volcano erupts,” this caricature indicates that there were no warning signs that the
anger of a woman was building up. However, when her anger erupted, she could become a force
that completely overthrew societal order. This same theme can be seen in caricature released by
the Charivari on 1 June 1848. With the caption “beware of insulting an armed woman,” this
caricature depicts an angry “Vésuvienne” kicking a man from the “polite” classes from behind.
Her kick is so hard that both of their hats fall off (Figure 14).327
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Conclusion
On 30 July 1849, the Journal des Couturières et des Modistes wrote that the “Vésuviennes”
represented a shift in the moral disposition of the “beau sexe.” 328 Even though the “Vésuviennes”
were a fictitious group of the popular press, this statement affirms the idea that the trope was a
fabrication that represented the dangerous women of 1848.

While the female writers incited

women into action and introduced the deadly demands of the year, society women distributed these
ideas to the public sphere and brought disorder to the streets of Paris. The insurgents of June
showed that it was not just a minority of women that adhered to these demands, which challenged
the position of men and the ideals of the bourgeoisie. During the June revolution, both insurgents
and protectors of the Republic fought just as vigorously as men, and transgressed the sanctity of
the private sphere. Their ability to metamorphize from feminine and compassionate dependents
to sly and masculine aggressors confirmed suspicions that the upper and middling classes had
about the violent tendencies of the working-classes, particularly uncontrollable and unpredictable
working-class women. Consequently, women were vilified in the press after the June Revolution
as “procreators of chaos” that could turn the world-upside-down.
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Conclusion
In the revolutionary year of 1848, working-class women appeared as insurgents, writers
and society members. During the February and June insurrections, insurgents cared for the
wounded, represented Liberty and fought on the barricades alongside their male counterparts.
From March to August, working-class writers formed a coalition with their aristocratic and
bourgeois sisters. Together this coalition fought to better the lives of women through the right to
work, education and the emancipation of women. They also formed mutual aid societies and clubs
from March to December so that women could unite and discuss women’s issues openly.
However, since these women acted outside of the bourgeois separate sphere ideal and since these
women challenged the primacy of working men, their campaign for equality soon became a
struggle to be seen for who they were. After a radical minority of these women radicalized in May
and June, and after the working classes revolted against the Second Republic in the June
Revolution, women were epitomized and vilified into bas-bleus, divorceuses and deceitful
prostitutes. These women were “live allegories” to the problems that the upper and middling
classes had with the working-classes and the decline of Paris. They were also a challenge to the
last two pillars that working men had to rely on in industrializing Paris: the power associated with
patriarchy and the comforts associated with the family. In turn, these women represented the
negative effects of change in nineteenth century Paris. This can be seen in sections one to three.
Section one shows how the writers of 1848 galvanized fears about working-class women
in 1848. Although these women appealed to conservative values of order, unity, peace and the
bourgeois separate spheres ideology, their call in May and June for the entrance of women into
politics and for the reintroduction of divorce contradicted the moderate platform that they begun
in March and April. These demands also challenged the ideals of the upper and middling classes
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and the primacy of working men. Articles advocating the entrance of women into politics and the
reintroduction of divorce openly defied the separate spheres ideology, because they openly defied
gender roles. If women entered the political realm or did not have a husband, they could not be
protected from the evils of the public sphere and would not have time to do their household duties.
Moreover, since duties of the public sphere required masculinity, intelligence and rationality, the
upper and middling classes feared that women would forget their traditional qualities of femininity
and compassion and that they would be incapable of raising their children. In a time when working
men were struggling to find permanent and decent paying jobs, and when the unity of the family
was in decline, these drastic demands of the female writers challenged the primacy of working
men. Since women were sometimes the main contributors to the family income in mid-nineteenth
century France, and since family businesses could not compete with the growing number of
workshops in the city, man’s position as provider and protector of the family was at risk. If the
patriarchy was removed with the entrance of women into politics or if these men lost their families
altogether through divorce, they would lose their purpose and their greatest comfort in
industrializing Paris.
The grievances that men and the upper and middling classes had with the writers of 1848
were intensified when these women brought their demands to the public sphere with the meetings
of the Société de la voix des femmes. Although these meetings begun as an outlet to better the
lives of women, the press depicted them as a breeding ground for Eugénie Niboyet’s poisonous
ideas of the emancipation of women and divorce. Along with belittling the club in newspaper
articles, caricatures, pieces of theatre and keepsakes, anxious husbands brought so much chaos to
these meetings that at least two of them had to be evacuated by the police. In turn, the radical
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ideas of the Voix des femmes were no longer just a theoretical threat to societal order, they were a
threat to the streets of Paris.
The ideas of the female writers of 1848, and the threat that the Société de la voix des
femmes brought to the streets of Paris culminated in June 1848 when the female working-class
insurgents fought just as aggressively against the Second Republic as their working brothers.
Inspired by prejudices from the public hygiene movement, the upper and middling classes
characterized the female insurgents of 1848 as unpredictable and deceitful prostitutes who could
metamorphose from feminine, devote and compassionate women to sly and masculine aggressors.
As many historians have hypothesized, this revolution destroyed romantic notions about revolution
and the rehabilitation of Paris. The working-classes were the new insurgents in 1848, and they
were far too radical to bring progressive change to France.
Anxieties about the female insurgents, writers and society members of 1848 were
epitomized into the enigmatic “Vésuviennes” trope of the popular press. Depicted as a group of
beautiful and seductive military women, the “Vésuviennes” were often evoked as the “filles libres”
who stirred the women of 1848 to emancipate themselves. They were also used in caricatures to
work through problems that men had with this new woman of 1848. Resembling the WorldTurned-Upside-Down themed caricatures of the 1830s and 1840s, these caricatures showed how
ludicrous the world would be if men and women switched gender roles. Since women had the
natural instincts of a mother, it made no sense for men to be the primary caregivers of children.
Similarly, since men were typically stronger than women, it made no sense for women to provide
military service. They could not protect themselves from the evils of industrializing Paris or men
who wished to take advantage of them. While the “Vésuviennes” caricatures of 1848 were meant
to be entertaining and used the themes of the World-Turned-Upside-Down tradition, they
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represented real problems that men and the upper and middling classes had with the new woman
of 1848 and industrializing Paris. Together, feminists and industrialization threatened to turn the
World-Upside-Down permanently, and neither of them could be repressed in 1848.
As Laura Schor has argued, criticism did not intimidate the female writers and society
members in 1848: if fuelled them. 329 Women did not back down when they were critiqued in 1848,
and they fought against the figurative imprisonment of the Napoleonic code after the revolutionary
year. Jeanne Deroin would try to become a candidate of the démocrates-socialistes in 1849, and
would write her newspaper, the Almanach des femmes, from 1852-1854 in England.330
Furthermore, women would revolt against “left-wing patriarchs” and the repressive government
of Napoleon III, 1854-1867.331 Juliette Adam released her Idées anti-proudhoniennes sur l’amour,
la femme et la mariage in 1858, Hermance Lesguillon her La Femme dans in cent ans in 1859,
and Jenny d’Héricourt her La Femme affranchie in 1860.332 As Bonnie S. Anderson has said, 1848
also reinforced a loose knit international network between women, which helped to accelerate the
feminist movement.333 Karen Offen has argued that Jenny d’Héricourt became a sort of liaison
between French and English feminists when she moved to America in the 1860s. 334 Therefore,
even though women did not accomplish anything on paper in 1848, they did become a force to be
reckoned with. In the late 1860s and early 1870s, women produced a number of women’s rights
associations, and Claire Goldberg Moses has argued that the success of the women’s movement
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can be attributed to decades of experience in the club movement of the 1830s and 1848. 335 The
growing force of the feminist movement culminated in the French Commune of 1871, when
women were depicted as pétroleuses for many of the same reasons that they were depicted as
divorceuses in 1848.336
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Appendix One-Caricatures

Figure 1: Honoré Daumier, “Les fariboles,” Le Charivari, 27 décembre 1848.
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Figure 2 : Honoré Daumier, “Les bas-bleus,” Le Charivari, 26 février 1844.
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Figure 3: Léopold Pannier, “Le bureau de parapluies du club des femmes,” Le Charivari, 17 juin
1848.
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Figure 4 : Les musées de la ville de Paris, “Club des femmes, présidence de Mme Niboyet, juillet
1848,” Les collections, http://parismuseescollections.paris.fr/fr/musee-carnavalet/oeuvres/clubdes-femmes-presidence-de-mme-niboyet-juillet-1848#infos-principales, retrieved 26 July 2017.
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Figure 5 : Honoré Daumier, “Les Divorceuses,” Le Charivari, 4 août 1848.
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Figure 6: Honoré Daumier, “Les Divorceuses,” Le Charivari, 12 octobre 1848.
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Figure 7: Belin & Chambaron, “Ce qu’on veut et ce qu’on entend,”Journal pour rire, 10 mars
1849.
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Figure 8: Charles-Édouard de Beaumont, “Banquet fémino-socialiste,” Le Charivari, 19
décembre 1848.
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Figure 9: Léopold Pannier, “Souvenirs des journées de juin 1848,” Le Charivari, 27 juillet 1848.
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Figure 10: Léopold Pannier, “Croquis militaires,” Le Charivari, 21 septembre 1848.
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Figure 11: Charles-Édouard de Beaumont, “Les Vésuviennes,” Le Charivari, 20 juin 1848.
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Figure 12: Charles-Édouard de Beaumont, “Les Vésuviennes,” Le Charivari, 31 juillet 1848.
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Figure 13 : G. Doré, “Les Vésuviennes et autres folies,” Le Journal pour rire, 29 avril 1848.
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Figure 14 : Charles-Édouard de Beaumont, “Les Vésuviennes,” Le Charivari, 1 juin 1848.
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Appendix Two: Prominent Women During the Revolution of 1848
An analysis of membership records reveals that there were about a dozen women that
headed the women’s associations, clubs, mutual aid societies and banquets in 1848. Here is a list
of these prominent women and the associations in which they held membership.
Woman
Adèle Esquiros

Amable Tastu
Anaïs Ségalas
Célestine Laporte
Désirée Gay

Elisa Lemonnier
Eugénie Niboyet
F. Chenard
Henriette Wild

Jeanne Deroin

Jeanne-Marie
Bourgeois (Allix)
Jeanne-Marie
Monniot
Jenny d’Héricourt
Louise Nicaud

Membership
Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes (Dec. 25); Club de
peuple; Société d’éducation mutuelle des femmes ; Société de la voix
des femmes ; Société pour l’émancipation des femmes
Société d’éducation mutuelle des femmes, Société de la voix des
femmes ; Société pour l’émancipation des femmes
Société d’éducation mutuelle des femmes ; Société de la voix des
femmes ; Société pour l’émancipation des femmes
Société de la voix des femmes ; Union fraternelle des travailleuses
Association des chemises et nouveautés; Association des lingères
associées; Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes (Nov. 19);
Club fraternelle des lingères; Société d’éducation mutuelle des
femmes; Société de la voix des femmes; Société pour l’émancipation
des femmes
Club fraternelle des lingères ; Société de la voix des femmes ; Union
fraternelle des travailleuses
Société d’éducation mutuelle des femmes ; Société de la voix des
femmes ; Société pour l’émancipation des femmes
Association des femmes à gage; Association fraternelle des ouvriers
et ouvrières de la chemiserie ; Société de la voix des femmes
Association fraternelle des démocrates socialistes des deux sexes
pour l’affranchissement politique et social des femmes ; Société de la
voix des femmes
Association fraternelle des démocrates socialistes des deux sexes
pour l’affranchissement politique et social des femmes ; Association
fraternelle des garçons limonadiers ; Association solidaire et
fraternelle de toutes les associations réunies ; Société chapelière de
Sainte-Marie ; Société d’éducation mutuelle des femmes ; Société de
la voix des femmes ; Société pour l’émancipation des femmes ;
Union fraternelle des travailleuses
Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes (Nov. 19); Banquet des
femmes démocrates socialistes (Dec. 25); Société des droits de la
femme ; Société de la voix des femmes
Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes (Nov. 19); Société de la
voix des femmes ; Union fraternelle des travailleuses
Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes (Dec. 25); Société de la
voix des femmes ; Société pour l’émancipation des femmes
Association des blanchisseuses; Association solidaire et fraternelle de
toutes les associations réunies
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Marie-Noémi
Constant
Mme. François
Pauline Roland

Suzanne Voilquin
Yvonne Villarceau

Club de la montagne ; Société de la voix des femmes
Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes (Nov. 19); Société de la
voix des femmes
Association fraternelle des instituteurs, institutrices et professeurs
socialistes ; Association solidaire et fraternelle de toutes les
associations réunies ; Société de la voix des femmes
Société de la voix des femmes ; Société des sages-femmes unies
Société de la voix des femmes ; Union fraternelle des travailleuses
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Appendix Three: Women’s Clubs, Associations and Mutual Aid
Societies
It is difficult to determine all of the women who held memberships in each club, association
and mutual aid society. However, one can conclude that these women were definitely in the
following entities.

Association de blanchisseuses
Association des blanchisseuses et apprêteurs
d’étouffes
Association des chemises et nouveautés
Association des couturières
Association des dames

Association des lingères associées
Association fraternelle des démocrates
socialistes des deux sexes pour
l’affranchissement politique et social des
femmes
Association fraternelle des femmes à gage

Association fraternelle des garçons
limonadiers
Association fraternelle des instituteurs,
institutrices et professeurs socialistes
Association fraternelle des ouvrières lingères

Association fraternelle des ouvriers et
ouvrières de la chemiserie

Headed by Louise Nicaud
20 rue de Bréda
32, quai de la Garde-d’Ivry
Headed by Désirée Gay
44, rue de Richelieu
Formed in June
Headed by M. Boucher
19, rue Neuve des Capucines
Patron to all women’s associations
Headed by Désirée Gay
5, rue de la Corderie
Women : Jeanne Deroin, Henriette Wild,
Annette Lamy
Men : Jean Macé, Joseph Louis Delbrouck,
Eugène Stourm
Connected to the Opinion des femmes
Headed by F. Chenard
Faubourg Saint-Honoré, 111
Formed 1 May 1848
Under patronage of La Voix des femmes
Jeanne Deroin may have been there every day
from 5-7.
Rue de Roule-Saint-Honoré
Pauline Roland, M. Lefrançois
15, rue Coquillère relocated to 44 rue de
Richelieu
Formed October 1848
Goal: To provide retirement income and
disability insurance to members.
Had thirty members in January 1849
Formed December 1848
Women : Lebrun, Périn, Raux, Gouin,
Bénard, F. Chenard, Froment
Men : Roussel, Griélens
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Association solidaire et fraternelle de toutes
les associations réunies
Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes

Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes

Comité pour l’organisation du travail des
femmes
Club de la montagne

Club de people

Club de l’émancipation des peuples
Club fraternelle des lingères

Club légion des vésuviennes

Headed by Jeanne Deroin, Pauline Roland,
Louise Nicaud
12, Chaussée du Maine in the salon de la
Gaieté
19 November 1848
Women : Jeanne-Marie Bourgeois (Allix),
Désirée Gay, Jeanne Marie Monniot, Meisme
de Longueville de Rouen, Mme François,
Mme de Vitry
Men : Bénard, Antoine Ulysse Desroches,
Charles Dain, Ernest Legouvé, Jean Macé,
Pierre Leroux, Eugéne Stourm, M. Fossoyeux
In the Salle Valentino
25 December 1848
Women : Adèle Esquiros, Arthémise
Candelos, Jeanne-Marie Bourgeois (Allix),
Bénard, Jenny d’Héricourt, Marie D’Espilly,
Citoyenne Brasier, Citoyenne Marie,
Citoyenne Marthe
Men : Abbé Constant, Abbé Tranchant, M.
Dameth, Hervé, Jean Macé, Pierre Leroux,
M. Bimonet
Lyon
24, rue Frépillon
President : Alphonse-Louis Constant (Abbé)
Treasurer : Marie Cadiot/Constant (Marie
Noémi)
Formed March 1848
President: Alphonse Esquiros
Boulevard Bonne-Nouvelle, Salle des
spectacles-concerts
Formed 17 June 1848
Adèle Esquiros was a member
Jeanne Marie joins in protest.
Headed by Désirée Gay and Elisa Lemonnier
Formed March 1848
66, rue Richelieu
14, rue Sainte-Apolline
Formed March 1848
Elisa D., Marie N., Elv. de W., Julie H.,
Marie C., Sophie E., Clémence S., Angelina
P., Anna de Sch, Henriette B., Désirée L.
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Projet d’une fondation pour l’éducation,
l’enseignement intellectuel and professional
des jeunes filles du peuple
Société chapelière de Sainte-Marie
Société d’éducation mutuelle des femmes

Société de la voix des femmes

Headed by Joséphine de Besnier

Jeanne Deroin was a member.
Headed by Jeanne Deroin
58, Rue Richelieu
Formed August 1848
Publishes the Opinion des femmes
Women : Jeanne Deroin, Eugénie Niboyet,
Adèle Esquiros (Battanchon), Anaïs Ségalas,
Amable Tastu, Désirée Gay
President-Eugénie Niboyet
Formed 20 March 1848
Bazar de Bonne-Nouvelle 11 May-6 June
Salles des Concerts-Spectacles/Manège Frite
6 June
Passage Jouffroy 12 June to 18 June
Published La Voix des femmes
Women :
-Vice-Presidents-Gabrielle Soumet
(d’Altenneym) and Jeanne Marie Monniot
-General Secretary-Joséphine Deland (artiste)
-Treasurer-Jeanne Deroin & Amélie Prai
-Committee-Suzanne Voilquin, Désirée Gay
& Apollonie Sabatier
-Members-Adèle Esquiros (Bottanchon),
Jeanne-Marie Bourgeois (Allix), Anaïs
Ségalas, Anna Marie, Antomine André de
Saint-Gieles, Arthémise Candelos, Augustine
Genoux, Bettina d’Arnim, Célestine Laporte,
Cécile, Claire J., Clara J., Clarisse Vigouroux,
Elisa Gremaille, Elisa Lemonnier, Eugénie
C., Eugénie Foa, E.N., E.S., F. Brazier, F.
Chenard, Henriette Wild (artiste), Henriette
Devance, Henriette Sénéchal, Hermance
Lesguillon (Née Sandré), Jeanne Strallen,
J.B., J.S., Joséphine des Besnier, Joséphine
Bachellery, Julia Hémal, Justine Dupont,
Léontine de Fleurac, Louise Colet, Marie
Delmay, Marie M., Marie Noémi (Mme
Constant/Claude Vignon), Marie Seg,
Mathilde Payre, Octavie de TriyonMontalembert, P.G., P.N., Pauline Roland,
R.H., Rosa David, Rosalie, Virginie Ancelot,
Yvonne Villarceau, Zélima Martinot, V.
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Mourey, Mme. Casamayor, Mme. Claremont,
Mme Conrad, Mme Desplanche, Mme
Duparc, Mme Fossoyeux, Mme. Villimet
Men :
Abbé Constant, Em. Cambrolle, Emile
Deschamps, Emile Souvestre, Hippolyte
Bonnelier, J. Bachellery, Jean Macé, Joseph
Dejoque, Junius Hamel, Dr. Malatier, Moise
Alcan, Olinde Rodrigues, P. Hawke, Paulin
Niboyet, Pierre Lachambeaudie, Th.
Labourieu, V. Boussy, Chatel
16, rue de Rivoli
Union of Couturières

Société de bon secours
Société des brunisseuses
Société des chemisières
Société des droits de la femme

Headed by Jeanne-Marie Bourgeois (Allix)
16, rue de la Cloitre Saint-Méry
Central Committee : Suzanne Voilquin, Mme.
Charpentier, Mme Hugonen, Mme Lavanture

Société des sages-femmes unies

Members : Mmes Juvenil, Bertrant, Barret,
Collin, Ledent, Jérière, Granet, François
Union des travailleuses ?
Etienne Cabet
Headed by Dr. Malatier, Désirée Gay, Jeanne
Deroin
61, rue de Provence
Formed March 1848
Women: Eugénie Niboyet, Adèle Esquiros,
Anaïs Ségalas, Jenny d’Héricourt (secretary),
and Amable Tastu were members.

Société des travailleuses unies
Société fraternelle centrale
Société pour l’émancipation des femmes

Société pour la propagation de l’enseignement
universel et de l’émancipation intellectuelle
Union des associations
Union des femmes et le collège des femmes
Union des travailleuses
Union fraternelle des travailleuses

Rue Michel-le-Comte
Pauline Roland was a member
Headed by Dr Malatier
40, rue de Chabrol
115, Rue de Faubourg Saint-Martin
Formed July 1848.
Women : Angélique Arnaud, Auguste
Laurent, Elisa Lemonnier, Célestine Laporte,
Jeanne-Marie Monniot, Jeanne Deroin,
Yvonne Villarceau, Mmes Belly, Broussolle,
Jacquemart, Mercier, Penekère
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Men : Charles Lemonnier, Nestor
Arronssohn, Osmin Laporte, M. Béranger, M.
Desroches
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Appendix Four: Timeline of the Revolution of 1848
February 1848
-22 February 1848-A banquet for the opposition party of the July Monarchy was to take place at
11:30am and accommodate six thousand people. The government forbid Parisians from going,
and students responded by gathering arms and muskets. A crowd joined them as they make their
way to the Palais National. The revolution began.337
-23 February 1848-Minister Guizot is infamously dismissed. The crowd is pleased until the
mobile accidently lets out a shot at the boulevard de Capucines. Fighting results and there are
fifty-two killed. Barricades are made in greater numbers, and an adhoc funeral is arranged. 338
-24 February 1848-Louis Philippe abdicates. The Provisional Government forms.
-24 Feb 1848-The Tuileries Palace is invaded by men and women.
-25 February 1848-The first day of peace after the February Revolution.
-26 Feb. 1848-Aboliton of the death penalty.
March 1848
-March 1848-A group of five hundred women ask the government for a Société de secours
mutuels. 339
-March 1848-Pauline Roland tries to vote in Boussac but is sent away. She puts down her name
as Marie-Antoinette Rolland.340
-2 March 1848-Désirée Gay et al give Louis Blanc a petition which asks for three demands. The
first was that he name delegates for a commission that would oversea women’s work. The
second was that he establish meeting rooms, national restaurants, laundry rooms, and libraries
that women could frequent. The third was that he place lists in each arrondissement, where
women could sign up to work.341
-4 March 1848-Liberty of the press and liberty of association are declared for men and women.
-16 March 1848-Infamous insurrection of the “bonnets à poil” against Garnier-Pagès.
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-16 March 1848-Antonine André de Saint-Gieles sends a letter to the provisional government
asking for political and social rights. It also asked for equal opportunity to education for
women.342
-16 March 1848-The Société pour l’émancipation des femmes releases their manifesto. This
manifesto summarized the beliefs of the women’s newspapers. For example, the association
wanted schools for women in each quartier, so that women could attend lessons for one or two
hours each day. By educating themselves in real subjects such as grammar and natural sciences,
they would be able to prevent the “enfance of women,” and the spread of ignorance onto
children. They also recommended that women be employed in certain professions for which they
were better equipped than men. For example, they recommended that the government open a
“tribunaux d’honneur,” whereby women would interfere in quarrels related to compassionate
matters.343
-20 March 1848-First issue of the Voix des femmes appears.
-20 March 1848 (discussed on)-A delegation of lingères asked for the suppression of work in
prisons, because normal ouvrières could not work for such low wages. 344
-20 March 1848 (discussed on)-Ouvrières blanchisseuses who worked from 6am to 8pm
petitioned to have their days reduced to ten hours, so that they would have time to eat. 345
-22 March 1848-The Voix des femmes begins to appear daily (with the exception of 5, 8, 17 & 25
April).
-22 March 1848-Four delegates of the Comité des droits de la femme presented themselves at the
Hôtel-de-Ville to ask the provisional government for greater access to rights. Jeanne-Marie
Bourgeois Allix was one of the delegates, and William Devonshire was one of the first to sign
his name on their petition. Marrast receives them but does not give in to their demands. 346
-24 March 1848-A procession of giletières from the large clothing stores went to Louis Blanc to
ask if they could have higher wages and shorter hours like their male counterparts. 347
-25 March 1848-Posters begin to appear claiming that the “moral publique réclame divorce.” 348
-26 March 1848-First private meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at 2pm. 349
-26 March 1848-Jeanne-Marie Bourgeois Allix has a meeting at her house at 2pm for the Comité
des droits de la femme. The address was 16, rue de Cloitre-Saint-Méry. The Voix des femmes
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encouraged readers to attend, even though this meeting was to take place at the same time as
their meeting for the Société de la voix des femmes.350
-26 March 1848-A general meeting took place at the Cirque des Champs Elysées for the
wounded, workers without work, young apprenticed males and abandoned girls. It was a
civilized event that mothers could bring their young girls to.351
-26 March 1848-Ernest Legouvé’s first public lecture on the moral influence of women takes
place.352
-26 March 1848-The Vésuviennes meet at the Place Vendôme at 11:30. At noon they journeyed
to the Hôtel-de-Ville to ask for the support and protection of the provisional government. They
carried a tricolour banner with “Vésuviennes” sewed in gold.353
-28 March 1848-Trees of liberty are planted in all of the main public places. Women and
children join the processions. 354
-30 March 1848-Second closed meeting of the Voix des femmes takes place at 34, rue de
Penthièvre. The purpose of the meeting was to plan the organization of work. 355 Women of all
social backgrounds attended.356
-30 March 1848-A one-hour concert took place to raise funds for orphans and ouvrières.357
-30 March 1848-Désirée Gay meets with a diverse group of women to discuss concerns that they
wanted to address at the Luxembourg Commission.358
-30 March 1848-Jeanne-Marie Bourgeois Allix holds a second meeting for her club. 359
-31 March 1848-Fête des crèches takes place at the Jardin d’hiver. Two thousand men and
women attend.360
-31 March 1848 (presented on)-Ouvrière P.G. sent the provisional government a letter which
discussed the main arguments regarding women’s work and divorce. She asked why men
complained about the immorality of women but forced them into prostitution by refusing to give
them work or equal pay. She also asked that they improve the conditions of women by
increasing the number of workrooms and allowing them to work in stores that sold female
products. This would save them from the long hours and health implications of being
seamstresses and give them more time to be with their families. Finally, she requested that they
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give women the right to divorce their husbands or give women the right to take care of
themselves after a specified time of separation. 361
-31 March 1848-The Société des sages-femmes unies was preparing to petition to the
government about the livelihood of midwives. They wanted the state to pay for the services of
midwifes, since most poor families could not afford them. They also believed that a certain
number of midwives should be stationed in each quartier, and that every creche should have a
nursery school.362

April 1848
-2-15 April 1848-Mlle Méjoans collected signatures for a petition that would be sent to the
provisional government. Her goal was to raise money for widows and orphans of the old officers
who served in the Republic, Consulate and Empire .363
-2 April 1848-The first and last issue of the Enfer et le paradis du peuple appears.
-2 April 1848-Third closed meeting of the Voix des femmes takes place from 2pm to 5pm. Topics
included the need to organize work, trade-specific issues, and charitable projects.364
-3 April 1848 (presented on)-Eugénie Foa was given permission to post a notice to women in the
mayor’s office in the twelfth arrondissement. This notice recommended that women form an
Institut national des femmes, that would consist of twenty women of the most impressive talent
and station. This board would collect donations in each parish and would create a market place
where women could sell goods. They would also equip notable women with an education and
offer all women access to an infirmary and shared space.365
-4 April 1848-Elisa Lemonnier, Célestine Laporte and Suzanne Voilquin ask the government if
they could make a nursery for women in the Faubourg St. Martin. On the ground floor there
would be a nursery school, a library, a washroom, a laundry room and a dining room; in the
cellar there would be a heater and an oven; and two floors would be rented out to women and
children. This rent money along with money collected to use the oven would be used to pay for
midwives, doctors and medicine.366
-4 April 1848-The Société des sages-femmes unies meets and decides to make a patriotic
donation to the government.367
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-6 April 1848-Fourth closed meeting of the Voix des femmes takes place from 2pm to 5:30pm.
Members discussed the prospects of building a home for domestics in need, collecting money for
women without work at their meetings, and the creation of an artistic and literary association. 368
-10 April 1848-A group from the Voix des femmes send a petition to the government asking them
to give civil rights to women. If this was too much, they asked if the government could at least
give widows and single women the right to vote. Signed by Eugénie Niboyet, Jeanne-Marie,
Joséphine Deland, F. Brazier, Dr. Malatier and Junius Hamel. 369
-10 April 1848-The Voix des femmes send another petition to the provisional government asking
if they could give girls at boarding schools the right to vote.370
-10 April 1848-The Ateliers Nationaux open for women. 371
-12 April 1848-A woman speaks at the Club Lyonnais and inspires Jeanne-Marie Monniot.372
-13 April 1848-The Société des sages-femmes unies have a meeting at the Ecole des Frères at
2pm. At this meeting, they collected funds for a patriotic donation, finalized their société de
secours mutuels, and talked about how to better the lives of their members. 373
-14 April 1848-The Club de l’emancipation des femmes address Parisian clubs and recommend
that they build fraternal relations by sending delegations to each other’s meetings. Nobody
agrees to send one to the Société de la voix des femmes. 374
-15 April 1848-Citoyenne Dubois and thirty-nine ouvrières from the first arrondissement bring a
petition to Louis Blanc asking if women at the National Workshops could make one franc per
day or one franc per shirt.375
-16 April 1848-First and last issue of the Amour de la patrie appears.
-18 April 1848-Eugénie Niboyet’s first public course for women takes place at the 12, rue
Taranne.376
-18 April 1848-Jeanne Marie addresses the Emancipation des peuples. 377
-19 April 1848-In the commune Villers-Outreaux, three thousand individuals participated in a
disturbance. Two of the seven leaders were women.378
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-19 April 1848-The Vésuvienne constitution appears.
-20 April 1848-Festival of Fraternity takes place.
-20 April 1848-Jeanne Marie addresses the Club de l’émancipation des peuples a second time.
-20 April 1848-Ouvrières from the 2nd arrondissement participate in the Festival of Fraternity
and are provided with rations to make up for time lost at work.379
-20 April 1848-Désirée Gay loses her position as the director of the atelier at la Cour des
Fountains for demanding rights in her arrondissement and writing in the Voix des femmes 17-18
April 1848.380
-23 April 1848-Election of the National Assembly takes place.
-25 April 1848-Niboyet’s second course takes place at 12, rue Taranne. Only women were
permitted to attend.381
-27 April 1848-Fifth closed meeting of the Voix des femmes takes place at Niboyet’s home, 34,
Grande Rue Verte at 2pm.382
-29 April 1848-Last issue of the Voix des femmes released until 28 May 1848.
-30 April 1848-Sixth closed meeting of the Voix des femmes takes place at Niboyet’s home, 34
Grande Rue Verte at 2pm.383

May 1848
-3 May 1848-Seventh closed meeting of the Voix des femmes takes place at 12, rue Taranne at
2pm. Men were only permitted to attend if they had special permission, and each attendee needed
to present an entry card.384
-7 May 1848-The Société de la voix des femmes holds a musical concert for ouvrières without
work at the Salle Henri Herz, 48 rue de la Victoire. Tickets were five francs and came with a free
two-month subscription to the journal. 385
-10 May 1848-The provisional government is replaced by a constituent assembly and an executive
commission.386
-11 May 1848-First public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the Bazar
de Bonne-Nouvelle.
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-11 May 1848-A decree was released that clubs must pay rent for their meeting spaces. Before
this point, clubs were able to meet for free.387
-14 May 1848-Mme P. organizes a banquet for women in Prayssas. One hundred fifty women
attend, and make toasts to the republic, universal fraternity, etc.388
-15 May 1848-A workroom opens in the eleventh arrondissement for those women without work.
Workers would make 1 franc and 50 centimes per day, and the woman who ran the workroom did
so for free.389
-15 May 1848-The National Assembly is invaded by a radical mob. This event confirms the more
conservative values of the government.390
-20 May 1848-Citoyennes at Nontron petition to participate in clubs. 391
-22 May 1848-The second public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the
Bazar de Bonne-Nouvelle.
-25 May 1848-Third public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the Bazar
de Bonne-Nouvelle.
-27 May 1848-Fourth public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the Bazar
de Bonne-Nouvelle.
-29 May 1848-Adolphe Crémieux attempts to abrogate the 1816 law that made divorce illegal. 392
-30 May 1848-Fifth public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the Bazar
de Bonne-Nouvelle.
-30 May 1848-The Voix des femmes begins to appear three times per week.
-30 May 1848-Red posters appear inviting real “citoyennes,” devoted to the republican cause, to
meet at the Colonne Vendôme and fight for their right to divorce. Around two hundred women
appear. A small group then goes to thank Crémieux for presenting a law favouring divorce to the
assembly. 393
June 1848
-June 1848-A society of chemisières ask the prefect of police if they can make shirts for the Guard
National. 394
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-1 June 1848-Sixth public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the Bazar
de Bonne-Nouvelle.
-3 June 1848-Seventh public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the Bazar
de Bonne-Nouvelle.
-4 June 1848-The first presentation of Clairville and Cordier’s Le club des maris et le club des
femmes takes place.395
-6 June 1848-Eighth public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the Bazar
de Bonne-Nouvelle.
-7 June 1848-Delegation of seamstresses give the constituent assembly a petition. This petition
asked for the government’s protection, and for money that could be used to build associations for
other trades. These associations would replace the bourgeois women who often took charge of
charity, and help those women with sick, injured or deceased husbands. They would also ensure
a dignified and honourable existence of women through compensation for sickness and retirement,
and aid in educating their children. The petition laid out rules, such as the hours in which workers
could be expected to work, and how the associations would manage their funds. 396
-8 June 1848-Nineth public meeting of the Société de la Voix des Femmes takes place at the Salle
des Concerts-Spectacles (manège Fitte) at 8pm.397
-12 June 1848-Tenth public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the salle
du Passage Jouffroy on 11, Boulevard Montmartre.398
-13 June 1848-Victor Considérant proposes that women receive the right to vote in the new
constitution. His motion is almost unanimously voted down.399
-15-18 June 1848-First issue of the Volcan is released.
-16 June 1848-Eleventh public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at the
salle du Passage Jouffroy on 11, Boulevard Montmartre.
-16 June 1848-It is assured that women are cross-dressing as men to join the political discussion
at the Porte-Saint-Denis. 400
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-16 June 1848-Around 10, a large group of workers, men and women, surrounded the chamber on
the bridge and the Place de la Concorde to talk about the election, and their opposition to LouisNapoleons candidature. At noon, general Négner was called to break up the crowd.401
-18 June 1848-Last issue of the Voix des femmes is released.
-18 June 1848- Twelfth public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes may have occurred
at 8pm in the salle du Passage Jouffroy on 11, boulevard Montmartre.
-18 June 1848-The Banquet à 25 centimes takes place. Women and children were welcome to
attend.402
-18-20 June 1848-Mlle Raimond Bonheur is elected into a commission that would decide which
paintings were accepted into the Louvre.403
-21 June 1848-A decree is released informing the people that the Ateliers Nationaux will be
closing. This is the catalyst for the bloody June Days. 404
-22 June 1848-First day of the June Insurrection.
-18-22 June 1848-Second and last issue of the Volcan is released.
-18-24 June 1848-First issue of the Politique des femmes is released.
-26 June 1848-Last day of the June Insurrection. Military rule via General Cavaignac begins.

July 1848
-25 July 1848-Flocan states that women are good for clubs, as they bring order, moderation and
decorum.405
-28 July 1848-Décret sur les clubs released. Along with excluding women and children from
attending club meetings, this decree made various other stipulations such as that clubs must be
granted permission to hold meetings forty-eight hours before they took place. 406
-29 July 1848-The club des femmes, presidénce de Mme Niboyet coin is released.
August 1848
-August 1848-The Vésuviennes constitution is released.
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-August 1848-Second and last issue of the Politique des femmes is released.
-4 August 1848-Mme. Marrast forms a republican salon for men and women.407
-18 August 1848-The “Jeton d’entrée au club des dames” coin is released.
-19 August 1848-Méry’s Vrai Club des femmes is performed for the first time.
-21 August 1848-The first issue of the Opinion des femmes is released.
-26 August 1848-The “Club des femmes, 1848” coin is released.

September 1848
-Beginning of September-H. writes a letter to Eugène Sue on the prohibition of women’s clubs.
-21 September 1848-Democratic banquets take place throughout France to celebrate the day that
the First Republic was proclaimed.
-23 September 1848-The divorce law is formally withdrawn.408
October 1848
-October 1848-Etienne Cabet releases the eleventh edition of his La femme sans la société actuelle.
-October 1848-The 45 centimes tax is widely disputed throughout France.

November 1848
-4 November 1848-Last vote concerning the constitution.
-19 November 1848-First banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes takes place at 11am at 12,
Chaussée du Maine at the salon de la Gaieté.
-21 November 1848-Promulgation of the new constitution.
December 1848
-10 December 1848-Louis Napoleon Bonaparte voted president of the Republic through universal
male suffrage.
-25 December 1848-Second Banquet des femmes démocrates socialistes takes place in the salle
Valentino.
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January 1849
-28 January 1849-A double issue of the Opinion des femmes is released.
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Appendix Five: Meetings of the Société de la Voix des Femmes
It is difficult to determine when the Société de la voix des femmes met, and what actually
occurred at these meetings. The Voix des Femmes only published two issues in May, and by the
time that they started to publish frequently in June, the club meetings had become too violent for
comfort. Consequently, the paper started to put the ads for the club meetings at the back of the
newspaper and did not publish their minutes. Moreover, since the play the Club des Femmes was
playing during June, and since newspapers tended to make fun of the real Société de la voix des
femmes, it is difficult to determine when they are talking about the play and when they are being
truthful to the readers. Some of the newspapers use italics when writing about the play, but some
use italics every time that they talk about the club because “club des femmes” was a derogatory
term. This appendix will breakdown what historians can infer about the dates and minutes of the
Société de la voix des femmes.

Private Meetings:
Sunday 26 March 1848
-Meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes. No location or set of topics provided.409
-Listed in La Voix des femmes

Thursday 30 March 1848
-Meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes, hosted at 34, rue de Penthièvre. The purpose of
the meeting was to plan the organization of work. Women of all social backgrounds attended. 410
-Listed in La Voix des femmes.

Sunday 2 April 1848
-Meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes from 2pm to 5pm. A concert and queue were to
take place after a discussion.411
-Minutes were provided in the Voix des femmes i.e. Mmes Sainties, Gay, Lemonnier and Duparc
discussed the organization of work; Gay proposed national laundry rooms, restaurants and
libraries; Niboyet a house where domestics could live; Foa the formation of a National Institute
of twenty women; and Mmes Niboyet, Villimet and Lemonnier the reduced work of
washerwomen.412
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-Central Committee- Eugénie Niboyet, Désirée Gay, Gabrielle Soumet, Joséphine Deland,
Jeanne Deroin, Suzanne Voilquin and Sabatier. Other women who attended were Justine
Duparc, Mme Sainties, Mme Villimet, Eliza Lemonnier and Eugénie Foa.
-Listed in La Voix des femmes.

Thursday 6 April 1848
-Meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes from 2pm to 5:30pm. Members discussed the
prospects of building a home for domestics in need, collecting money for unemployed women at
their meetings, and the creation of an artistic and literary association. 413
-Eugénie Niboyet, Désirée Gay, Mme Conrad, Marie-Noémi Constant, Yvonne Villarceau,
Amélie Prai, Elisa Lemonnier, Joséphine Deland, Jeanne Deroin, Jeanne Marie, Gabrielle
Soumet, Jeanne-Marie Bourgeois, Mme Mourey, and Anna Knight attended the meeting.
-Listed in La Voix des femmes.

Tuesday 18 April 1848
-First conférence socialiste or public lecture by Eugénie Niboyet. Hosted at 12, rue Taranne.
-Listed in La Voix des femmes.414

Tuesday 25 April 1848
-Second conférence socialiste by Eugénie Niboyet, hosted at 12, rue Taranne. Only women were
permitted to attend.415
-Listed in La Voix des femmes

Thursday 27 April 1848
-Meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes at Eugénie Niboyet’s home, 34 Grande Rue
Verte. 2pm sharp.
-Listed in La Voix des femmes.416
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Sunday 30 April 1848
-Meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes at Eugénie Niboyet’s home, 34 Grande Rue
Verte. 2pm sharp.
-Listed in La Voix des femmes.417

Wednesday 3 May 1848
-Meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes at 12, rue Taranne at 2pm. Men were only
permitted to attend if they had special permission, and each attendee needed to present an entry
card.418
-Listed in the Voix des femmes.

Public Meetings
Thursday, 11 May 1848
-First public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes takes place at 8h at the Bazar de
Bonne-Nouvelle and was apparently the most spectacular event of the revolution. 419 It attracted a
curious crowd of around two thousand spectators, who begun to line up around 7pm. Most of
these spectators were men. 420 The first thirty minutes of the event went well. The audience
received a warm welcome from a young lady, and then Eugénie Niboyet came on stage to talk
about the organization of women’s work, two ateliers that were going to open that week, and
putting an oven in each atelier so that workers could purchase a thick soup for only twenty
centimes.421 However, when she said that men should be treated as brothers, friends and equals,
the male audience begun to snicker, and pranksters at the back of the hall called her “NiniBoyet.” Then when the Abbé Châtal came on stage to talk in favour of divorce and priestly
celibacy, the crowd cried out that they wanted a woman. 422
-Since the Voix des femmes did not publish until the last few days of May, historians must use
accounts from other newspapers to figure out what happened at these meetings.
-Subsequent meetings were to take place Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. 423
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Saturday, 13 May 1848
-Some newspapers indicate that the office of the Voix des femmes was invaded around the same
time that National Assembly was invaded by traitors.424 However, it appears that this invasion
happened on 3 June 1848.

Monday, 22 May 1848
-The second public meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes. It was originally set for 20
May.425

Thursday 25 May 1848
-A meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes may have taken place.426

Sunday 27 May 1848
-A salmon poster indicated that this would be the fourth meeting of the Société de la voix des
femmes, and that the subject matter would be divorce. Since men had behaved so poorly at the
first meeting, they were to pay one franc, and women were to pay twenty-five centimes.427
According to the satirical newspaper, the Lampions, a pudgy, thirty-two-year-old brunette spoke
about divorce. After making the argument that women would be able to leave the house when
they chose to, her husband asked to speak to the group. He was not permitted to speak. This
irritated the crowd, and the Abbé Châtel attempted to calm down the audience. Niboyet finished
off the evening by talking about the advantages of divorce.428

Tuesday 30 May 1848
-The fifth public meeting of the Société de la Voix des femmes. The Voix des femmes indicated
that men brought havoc to this meeting. 429 The Presse said that the members of the central
committee debated divorce using Crémieux’s rationales. However, they were so divided that
they could not agree on a final verdict. 430 The Pamphlet said that a young woman shouted at
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Niboyet during the meeting to ask how she actually felt about divorce, and another man asked if
he could ask her a personal question. 431
-Listed in La Voix des femmes.

Thursday 1 June 1848
-There may have been a club meeting on this day.432

Saturday 3 June 1848
-Most sources indicate that this was the day that the Société de la voix des femmes was invaded
by a group of angry husbands. The Canard says that the meeting started off with a Mme. C.
saying that education made women narrowminded. After a snicker from the audience, she
corrected herself, and said that she did not mean the educated and developed women of the club.
The Abbé Châtel came to her protection, reminding male spectators that the twelve women
needed men to behave appropriately. This infuriated the male audience and they begun to
invade. 433 The Presse says that the event started with Bénard from the Démocratie Pacifique not
being present to talk about divorce. Then husbands of society members invaded, forcing the
central committee of the Société de la voix des femmes to hide in the corner while men drank
their sugar water.434 Villiers du Terrage indicates that the club was invaded by the angry husband
of an oratrice who was discussing divorce. He also says that while the men invaded, Niboyet
remained calm and continued her sonnet.435All sources indicate that the mobile guard and
gardiens of Paris had to intervene, and that a large mass developed outside of the hall. 436
-Listed in the Voix des femmes. Women were to pay twenty-five centimes for admission, and
men were to pay one franc.437

Tuesday 6 June 1848
-6 June, the price of admission for the meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes was twentyfive francs for women, and fifty centimes for men. However, men could only attend if they were
in the company of a moral lady. 438 According to the Pamphlet the ladies begun the meeting by
alerting the audience that their stenographs had been ruined by the 3 June uprising. Then they
This may have been an account on the play the “club des femmes.” Some newspapers use italics when talking
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read the statutes of the club, and the audience applauded when Niboyet told them that the subject
of the day would be divorce. However, Béguin, the individual who was supposed to lead the
side for divorce, was absent and Niboyet said that they would have to end the meeting early.
This disappointment combined with the poor ventilation of the room, and people started calling
out that she owed them ten sous. The disagreement caused such a ruckus that the police came to
clear the hall. 439
-A poster advertising the event can be found in the BnF archives, which confirms that the main
topic was to be divorce.440

Thursday 8 June 1848
-The society’s location moved to Manège Fitte, on the rue de la Chaussée-d’Antin, and men were
not allowed to attend unless they are accompanied by a mother or sister. 441 The women debated
the existence of God, and the majority voted in favour of God’s existence. 442
-Listed in the Voix des femmes. Price of admission was twenty-five centimes for women and
fifty centimes for men. Subsequent meetings were to take place Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays.443
-A poster advertising the event can be found in the BnF archives. 444

Monday 12 June 1848
-The location of the club changed to 11, boulevard Montmartre in the salle du Passage-Jouffroy.
The price of admission went up to fifty centimes for women and one franc for men, and all male
attendees had to be accompanied by a member of the society. 445 Few newspapers talk about this
meeting, although the Diable rose says that men attempted to break in, and the Diogène sansculotte says that the temperature of the room was too hot.446
-Listed in the Voix des femmes.
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Friday 16 June 1848
-Villier states that a meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes took place. 447
-A poster advertising the event can be found in the BnF archives. 448

Sunday 18 June 1848
-A poster advertising a meeting of the Société de la voix des femmes was released for this day,
but sources do not support that the meeting took place.449
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